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FORECAST
Mostly sunny today and Tues­
day. A few thunderstorms over 
the mountains in the evening. 
Kot quite so warm. Winds li|^»t.
The Daily Courier
HIGH AND LOW
Low tonight and, high Tuesday 
at Kelowna 60 and 88. Tempera­
tures recorded Saturday 89 and 
5H; temperatures Sunday, 96 and 
65. the highest June temperature 
since 1938.
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NANAIMO (CP)—The National 
Union of Public Employees B.C 
Federation decided Sunday to 
launch a campaign against 
-moonlighting"—the holding by 
cne man of two or more jobs.
Delegates to the organization’s 
annual convention endorsed a 
New Westminster School Main 
tcnance Union resolution express 
ing opposition to the practice and 
decided to bring the subject to 
attention of trades unions, labor 
councils, employers and the 
public.
SAANICH (CP)—A 43-year-old 
father of four young children died 
in flames which destroyed his 
home here Sunday.
Police said A. Beechman died 
In the fire despite efforts by 
ncighlaors to cut a hole in a wall 
cf the house to free him. His wife 
and children escaped.
An investigation is under way 




CITY WORKMEN ADD TO TRAFFIC SAFETY
i to Vo tn make traffic lanes a .lines. Machine is portable paint
I n f t h T J n n S l t m S  litUe safer. Here. Hugh Me- sprayer.-Courier photo-prints
up today as Workmen under- Cormick applies-., new centre available.
Postmaster-
VANCOUVER (CP)—The school 
board here has urged that the 
province establish a proper school 
for retarded children, on the same 
baisis as the school for, blind and 
deaf children. Cost for land and 
[building to serve 80 to 120 chil- 
|dren wotdd run around $200,000.
ABBOTSFORD (CP) — Two 
Seattle parachute jumpers made 
history with a unique sky-diving 
feat here Sunday.
Jim  Pearson and Lyle Hoffman, 
bailing out at 7,000 feet, com­
pleted the first mid-air baton 
pass ever made in North America 
in 30 seconds of “free flight” be­
fore they opened their ’chutes.
VANCOUVER (CP)—More than 
500 advertising executives from 
British Columbia and 11 western 
states of the U.S. were due here 
t^ a y  for the three-day conven­
tion of the Advertising Associa­
tion of the West.
CLEARBROOK (CP) — Hun 
dreds attended funeral services 
in this small Mennonite settle­
ment here Saturday for the vic­
tims of a triple slaying in Van­
couver June 10.
RCMP and Matsqul municipal 
police were called out to handle 
the heavy traffic. Clearbrook is 
46 jnUes ea s t. of Vancopvej^o^i 
Utf,vlrans-Canada Liighway. " 
®nvid; Pauls, his wife Helen 
12-year-old daughter 
Dorothy were killed in their 
South Vancouver home. An in­
quest into their death was open­
ed Friday and adjourned until 
today.
■ ■ , wiiiiamit/et comment and suggestions I post offices across Canada and
B a m S ’ESsmonun* c,U .d on
end criticisms’’ from their staffs 
and from the people themselves 
80 that “we may benefit from 
them.”
Addressing the opening busi­
ness session:of the 23rd annual 
convention of - the Canadian Post­
masters Association, B.C. Branch, 
the head of the postal department 
said changes and-improvements 
In the overall organization, are 
due largely to. suggestions ad­
vanced to Ottawa , headquarters 
by |)Ostmastcrs from all over the
country. ■ , . .
i"There is a genuine desire to
in a room where everyone but 
himself and one other were coat­
less (though he did have his shirt 
collar open and was without a 
tie) the postmaster-general said 
that major cities across Canada 
v/ere on the point of major 
changes in the mechanical hand­
ling of mail. :
Proclaiming Canada’s postal 
department as “second to nine,” 
Mr. Hamilton said that a com­
mon feeling that Ottawa was not 
avvare of local situations and 
problems was untrue.
Noting that there are 12,000
have smooth operation—and Can 
ada’s Post Office is just that.” 
Mr. Hamilton arrived in the 
city last night and had to leave 
at noon today.
Meanwhile the three-day con 
vention continues this afternoon, 
with delegates still coming in to 
register. When registrations are 
complete it is expected there will 
be some 100 postmasters on hand.
Les Hammer, Port Alberni 
postmaster, Is chairing the con­
vention as president of the B.C. 
branch of the CPA,
Election of officers Is due to 
take place late Tuesday after- 
r.oon.
ment mediators and union repre­
sentatives flew to Victoria early
GOVERNMENT STUDIES PLANS
TO UNIFY IRRIGATION ACTS
OTTAWA (CP) —  Possibility of general federal 
legislation to co-ordinate the use of marginal land and 
water resources in Canada was suggested today by Re­
sources Minister Alvin Hamilton.
Mr. Hamilton said there might be an amalgamation 
of such measures as the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act 
and the Maritime Marshlands Rehabilitation Act,
J. D. McLeod, chief engineer of the resources’ de­
partment’s water resources branch, said that a govern­
ment team this summer is pursuing surveys on the hydro 
potential of the Yukon River system.
Air Board To Deal 
W ith Bid Tuesday
Black Ball Ferry 
Ties Up Tonight
VANCOUVER (CP) — Govern- today to resume negotiations
Teen Pair 
Find Love's
lo r  Sixth
STRATFORD. Ont. (CP)—The 
stage waits, a packed opening 
house is assured and final dress 
rehearsals have proved that all 
Is T c a ^  for tonight’s opening of 
the sixth annual Stratford Festi­
val* ' ' ,
■The 12-wcck season, two weeks 
longer than last year’.s record- 
breaker, a t the box office, opens 
with Shakespeare's Henry IV, July 21.
Part One. Already 26 per cent 
of the performances are sold out, 
a higher percentage for the same 
time last .season, when an over­
all $563,000 was paid for tickets.
The second play. Much Ado 
About Nothing, opens Tuesday 
evening and the festival's third 
Shakespearean production. The 





OTTAWA (CP) — Canada’s national production ros<5 
slichtlv in the first three month.s of IV.SS, but the rise resulted 
nimnly from higher prices. Volume of production was down 
aWl'ostUvo pcr cent from a year ag(\
DALLAS. Tex. (AP)—Rain brought new flood^ threats to 
Boulh Texas today us a mass of cold air .set off thundershowers 
over most of the state. Nine persons were rescued from Tloodcd 
streets at San Antonia after a violent storm dumped 4.50 inches 
of rain on the city. Driving rains and winds up to 80 miles an 
hour carved a path 10 miles long and scvi^ral miles wide through 
croplands. i ' ,
I L IT T L E  ROCK, Ark. (AP)~U.S. ^District Judge Harry 
I. Lemicy tO(Jay denied a motion to .slay his own order of Satnr- 
Uav which siispicnds integration in Little Rock schopls for 2 ’ !
I vears The judge  said that to grant a stay would keep the racla 
1 18 situation at Central High ScliooMntolcrablc liccausc too much 
I ^ time >yould be consumed in processing a Negro lawyers appea 
of his Order.
OTTA-WA (CP) — Duncan K. MacTavish. who resigned 
Iasi week us prcsidcnl of the National Liberal Federation, suf­
fered a heart attack, during the weekend at his summer home 
and was brought hero to hospital, The 58-yc,ar-old Ottawa Iaw- 
ver was reported resting comfortably today. He was stricken 
^ tu id a y  aitcmoon at Kin8*” *̂̂ rc, Quc., about 20 miles north
Of thexapital.... '
WINNIPEG (CP)-TPrcmlcr D. L. CamplKll announcer
lodayltis Libcnd-Progressivo government will resign as a result
of the parly’* defeat in last Monday’* gcncial election.




(Special to the Courier)
VANCOUVER—The retirement 
of William McKinstry, Van­
couver, director of Pacifi,c re­
gion, Unemployment Insurance 
Commission, effective June 27 
has been announced by J. 
Bisson, c h i e f  commissioner 
Ottawa.
Mr. McKinstry joined the com­
mission in July, 1941. and was 
appointed assistant regional 
iuperintendent and manager o 
its first national employment 
office in Vancouver. In March 
1943,. he was promoted to region­
al director.
His main responsibilities dur­
ing the nucleus stage of the 
inception of the Unemployment 
Insurance Commission included 
registration of‘all employers and 
The •'•much above normal” 1 “location of manpower to meet 
weMher p X ? n  in effect '^“^time pro-
Sunday’s 96 maximum has seen the commission
the highest June temperature
reading since 1899 when records which includes fh« yukon Tc 
fir.st were started.-The only other tory. grow to a total f  f °cal 
time the mercury soared to 96 nationa cpip oym^n^^ 
in June was Juno 21, 1938. A rvatlvo of Ireland, Mr. Me
n i l s  latest,record (the hotte.st K nstry ^wa" born n
June reading in -20 years) follows Ulster. During the I’lrsl
a month (May) when several War he served overseas with the 
l-.ent records .were shnltcrcd, in- Canadian Aimy; U® 
eluding the setting of a new May Interested l̂ n vetcr«ris wcHarc 
maximum reading of 93. and from 1936, until his appoint.
The tcmpcratu?o so far this nicnt to the coinmission. 
month has hit 90 or better three president Ihc ®.C. provincial 
timea ,̂ the same ns during thclcn*nmnnd, Canadian Legion, 
month of May. Several records 
also were set during the mild 
winter. ,
Today, dawned hot and sticky, 
the temperature go|ng down to I 
only 65 during .the night. .I t  Is' 
likely that before the aUernon 
Is over. n\ temperature reading 
similar to yesterdayfa moy occur.
However \  a light cloud cover 
lute this morning gave residents 





LONDON (Routers)— A.flcdg 
Temperatures of over 100 were ling group known «« Eljza 
recorded at several sections of bethan party entered the BrlU.sh
KEARNEY, N.J. (AP) -  
pretty high school girl and her 
teen-aged boy friend were back 
.after a  Idyll ihr'O southern
in^‘ their* separate homes today 
hotel. .
Helen Jones, 16, and David 
Horne, 17, parted at a detention 
home in Petersburg, Va., Sunday 
with an embrace, a kiss and a 
whispered vow.
I T h e n  they were taken In tow 
by their shocked parents.
The y o u n g s t e r s  had been 
sought in 13 states since June 11, 
when they disappeared from 
their New Jersey homes.
The blonde girl and her hand­
some boy friend had met a t the 
Second Presbyterian Church in 
Newark and had been going to­
gether for more than a year. 
David was an explorer scout at 
the Church. His scoutmaster was 
Francis Jones, Helen’s father.
Police found the couple Sunday 
regi.stered as man and wife in 
a Petersburg hotel.
“We love each other,” they 
told authorities.
But they added that the path 
of young love is strewn with ob­
stacles—their youth had pre­
vented them from carrying out 
the!" "ilan to get married.
a "*' David had been unable to 
find employment. H e l e n  had 
been working for two days at a 
local bus terminal but hadn’t 
been paid.
When found by police, the cou­
ple had 20 cents between them. 
It was all that was left of the 
$100 they said they took with 
thei.t when they ran away, 
Helen's parents picked up the 
girl Sunday and brought her 
back to their home here.
Before she left, Helen threw 
her arms around David and kis 
sed him. The girl whispered 
something into hl.s ear -— .she 
wouldn't .say what — and they 
both wept.
Ten minutes after the Jones 
family left, David’s mother, Mrs. 
W. H. Price of East Orange, ar­
rived for her son. She and the 
Joneses did not meet.
Helen’s father was livid with 
.age when he faced the boy who 
iicarly became his son-in-lnw.,Be­
fore leaving, the dctentloa home 
lie told David:
“ If you ever put y6ur,sclf in 
lown again, I will not be respon- 
.siblc for what I do.”
aimed at stalling off a threat­
ened strike against Black Ball 
Ferries Limited.
A strike on Black Ball would 
close the last water link between 
Vancouver Island and the Brit­
ish Columbia mainland. The only 
other ferry service, Canadian Pa­
cific Railway’s “Princess” ships, 
have been idle since May 16 be­
cause of a strike.
The conciliators and union of­
ficials met all day Sunday and 
until 4 a.m. today. William 
Fraser, chief provincial govern­
ment conciliation officer, began 
discussions Sunday with the Na­
tional Association of Marine En­
gineers and the Canadian Merch­
ant Servied Guild and- was joined 
Sunday 0gjit,,ta  provincial hVi~ 
boir MnisteF'Lyle'(VYlck)5.‘'̂  ̂ > r  ' 
The meetings abjourned and 
were to continue in Victoria.
The two unions, seeking a 19- 
per-cent wage increase over a 
two-year period, have said they 
will strike at noon Tuesday. 
Black Ball Ferries said that un­
less today’s negotiations are suc­
cessful, it will end its service 
when the last boats sail at mid 
night tonight between Horseshoe 
Bay, 12 miles north of here, and 
Nanaimo, on 'Vancouver Island.
Another person who flew today 
to the island was Eric Taylor, 
appointed by the federal govern­
ment t /  mediate in the CPR 
strike. Members of the Seafar­
ers International Union are seek­
ing a 25-per-cent wage increase 
from the CPR.
Mr. Taylor planned his talks to­
day with island mayors, mem­
bers of the legislature and other 
civic groups who are demanding 
an end to the ship tieup.
The CPR strike has already re- 
.sulted in a loss of millions of 
dollars of tourist revenue for the 
island as well as unemployment 
among trades depending on the 
ferry and tourist businesses.
Full potential of the Ellison 
airfield has been recognized by 
Canadian Pacific Airlines with 
the announcement that the com­
pany has applied for a licence to 
operate a scheduled passenger 
service out of Kelowna to Van­
couver.
The air transport board is ex­
pected to deal with the applica­
tion tomorrow and according to 
comment from R. F. Parkinson 
and others who went to Ottawa 
last week to support CPA’s bid, 
the licence is “ almost a forgone 
conclusion.”
Once permission Is granted, 
CPA intends to inaugurate daily 
service in and out of Kelowna 
in a week’s time, using DC-3 
planes. These planes can carry 
28' passengers and also a crew 
of three.
News of the intended air ser­
vice was given out by Mayor 
Parkinson this morning. He 
headed a delegation of four that 
interviewed the air transport 
board secretary, along with CPA 
president Grant McConachie.
Said the mayor this morning: 
“The secretary (of the air trans­
port board) doesn’t see any
trouble with permission being 
granted. So the schedule should 
start July 1” .
The flight from Kelowna would 
leave around 9 a.m., and return 
late in the afternoon, after stop­
overs at Penticton. This would 
mean flights daily out and into 
the Okanagan, Penticton already 
having a daily service.
However, Penticton’s C P A  
flight out to Vancouver Is In the • 
afternoon with arrival back at 
Penticton the following morning. 
The Kelowna flights will give 
businessmen throughtout t h e  
Okanagan an opportunity to 
leave in the morning, transact 
their business In Vancouver and 
return home the same day.
It is hoped that the departure 
time from Vancouver will be 
changed to later hour, allowing 
still more time at the coast and 
still arriving in Kelowna the same 
day (in the early evening).
It is also possible that within 
the near future the flig0  from 
Vancouver will come direct to 
Kelowna instead of stopping off 
at Penticton, and then from Kel­
owna connecting with the trans- 
Canada system at Castlegar,
K elow na Term inus
But for the time being, Kelowna 
will be the terminus, and the 
DC-3 plane will stay a t  Ellison 
overnight.
Ralph Hermanson, Ellison air­
port manager, said that once 
Canadian Pacific Airlines receive 
their licence to fly a scheduled 
service out of Kelowna, the com­
pany “cound make as many 
flijghts as it wishes.”
No information was given out 
on any possible interviews with 
departments of transport officials 
over further development of the 
Ellison field. None of the del­
egation would commit himself 
on whether any interviews even 
were made.
Both Kelowna and Vernon are 
seeking to have a major airport 
that will serve the central and 
north Okanagan. A recent DOT 
survey indicated Kelowna had 
the advantage because of the 
$100,000 develorjment already 
having been made at Ellison by 
the city of Kelowna.
However, Vernon, which has 
taken out an option on potential 
airport property north of Swan 
Lake, is insisting that the survey 
was not the type requested and 
is pressing for a more elaborate 
and detailed one.
CPA has promised Kelowna 
several times that a scheduled 
service using high-pressurized 
Convair aircraft would be Insti­
tuted once Kelowna has a payed 
runway. _ :
Kelowna’s bid to have • the 
necessary $40,000 to pave the 
runway included in the federal 
budget was said to have been 
wards having the Ellison field 
serve both cities, 
nullified by the failure of Vernon 
to co-operate with Kelowna to-
Poles To Protest 
Nagy Execution
WARSAW (AP) — The Polish 
Communist party today was re­
ported ready to protest within the 
inner circles of the Communist 
bloc • against the execution of 
Imre Nagy and other leaders of 
the Hungarian revolt.
There appeared no likelihood, 
however, that Polish party leader 
Wlady.slaw Gomulka would make 
a public complaint that would 
bring Moscow’s wrath.
the Interior Sunday. Iiqlltical arena today to light ngalniit > turning Britain Into ” 
satellite of the United States.’ 
The party named Us first can 
didatc-Frcdcrick Guest, 44-ycar 
old JournaUst and publicist—for 
IX)NDON (AI»)—A firm (if IxmjUu? next genernl eIccUon due 
don iKKikmakehs today offered wUhIn two years. Pnrljr leaders 
odds of r  to 4 against either Brib «ny they plan to have 80 qnndl- 




ill or Swc(|lcn. winning the Wor]
Soccer Cup. .
Other prlcc.s quoted were 9 to The party chose lla^na me 
4 against West Germany ahd 9 to symboUio the, first Elizabethan 
2 against Franco. Inge when the foundations of
Most IxMikmakers here said nearly four ccnUirlc.s of unrlv- 
they Were not toking beta on the nllcd,British power tand grcat îOss 
touro^0 cnt, I Iwcre laid*’
■' • ■' h
British Troop 
Airlift Ends
NICOSIA (Reutcr.s) — Britain 
today ended a huge airlift that 
ha.s brought more than 6,(X)0 
troop.s here from England in the 
last eight day.s.
The last troops arrived from 
Britain early today officials said. 
This Mediterranean colony now 
holds about 37,000 soldiers.
Auto Workers Resume 
Detroit Contratt
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
KAMI4IOPS,
LVTTON, B.C. 101
rRINCIS AliBURT . . . . . —  .18
DETROIT (AP) — Car makers 
and the United Auto Workers urn 
ion went back Into contract nego­
tiations today with both sides act­
ing as if time was on their side.
The UAW had talks scheduled 
with each of the big three of the 
industry — Ford, Chrysler and 
General Motors.
I t , has been almost n month 
since the union’s contracts with 
the auto makers expired. Work
time In more than 15 years.
Tlio UAW spent a busy week­
end moving among rank and file 
members to drum up support for 
strike votes,
Walter Reuther, union presi­
dent, has said repeatedly he has 
no intention of calling a strike. 
The reason Is the tremendous 
backlog of unsold cars on hand. 
Car makers could go a month o r ,
e n  S n u e d  lobs with- more wUhout making a single car
out a union contract for the first'and still feel no pinch.
Forest Fire Cuts 
Near
VANCOUVER (CP)—  One of 
British Columbia’s worst forest 
fires in years has cut communl 
cations and highway travel near 
the B.C,-Yukon Iwrder.
Officials at Prince George, 
headquarters of the northern fire 
district, reported Sunday night 
that a lodge at Milo .596 on the 
Alaska Hlghwoy is in the path of
the flames, which are roaring on 
a six-mile frbnt at speeds up to 
ten miles an hour.
Prince George district forester 
W. C. Phillips said the fire “blew 
Its top’’ Saturday night, halting 
traffic on the northern highway 
and burning five miles of tele 
phone communications.
Th(j lodge In the path of the
COOIEST CONTESTANT EVER
Woman Gamers Quiz
NEW YORK (AP) — For the 
last four months, Mondays have 
bet-m especially imimrtnnt In thq̂  
life of Elfrlda von Nordroff,
Since Feb. 17, she has an­
swered her way to $253,500 on the 
program TNyenty - One, mnklng 
her tlto biggest money - winner 
ever for television quiz shows.
Miss von Nardroff, 32, left het’ 
job as a pcisonucl manager last
month In order to devote her full 
nltenllon to the NBC show. She 
can collect her winnings when 
she retires from the champion­
ship-or Is defeated. ,
So far, 17 others have pitted 
toelr knowledge ngnlnst her and 
been' d^enled. She resume.*! the 
game against her 18th opponent 
tonight. I ,
Producer At Freedmon said 
Mist yon NardroM U j ^ a  W the
coolest contestants ever to ap 
pear on the simw,
"When she comes put, five min 
utes heforo air time, tt's hard, to 
detect any tension,*' he sod. 
“She’ll chat for a  minute with 
ono of the contestants, apeak to 
tliQ stagehonds and walk around
n bit. _
“ You know thol she's under 
tremendous pressure, but *bo 
controls U marvelously;*
flaincH Is owned by Ted Smylha 
at Irons Creek. , >
Northwest Telephone Company 
officials reported from Watson 
Lake, 150 miles west,of Prlnca 
George, tlial a number of trap­
pers’ and prospectors' cobins . 
along the Hyland River, whlcly 
runs from tho Yukon Into B.C.f 
were destroyed. <
nireo other fires ore burning 
In tho Prince Gcorgo area 50 
miles north of the city, 9,000 
acres 80 miles north, and 2,(MW 
acres 50 miles to tho west.
In tho ■ Vancouver forest dis­
trict, a now firo nt Alouetto I.akd, 
30 miles cost of. Vancouver, in. 
running out of control on about 
150 acres. ' . .
Six lf>ew fires were reportoa 
from tho" Kamloops district In tha 
Interior, but latest reports Indi­
cate they are all under cohteol,
A fire whlcH burned 600 Bcrca 
near Knmloopa^ Sotuniny night 
was In tho *la8o 8“^*
^“Another fire et'QoW River, on 
tho west cofist of yhnrouvci* 1*̂  
land, was being patrolled by 250; 
man over a 1,200'Ucre area,
,7< I.
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N ot Lock Up Knox Mt; 
It As Public Playground
Last week at the city council meeting 
there was some discussion, prompted by 
Game Warden Ellis, that Knox Mountain 
should be closed to the public. It was sug- 
fcstcd that the city property on the mountain 
ly: declared a park area and the S. M. Simp- ' 
son Company and other private owners be 
requested to post no shooting and no tres­
passing signs.
The discussion was prompted by Mr. Ellis 
because there had been some indiscriminate 
shooting of .2 2  rifles by boys.
This newspaper can see some slight merit 
in prohibiting shooting, but as for the no 
trespassing signs, these we cannot go for.
The tendency everywhere today seems to 
be to increase restrictions and increase them 
again. And this tendency seems to be a little 
stronger in this city than in most others. It 
s*ems to be the easy thing, certainly it is the 
easy way out, to simply say “We’ll prohibit 
. . Too often—indeed, on most occasions 
—the people concerned give too little seri- 
 ̂ ous consideration to the impact of the pro­
hibition so easily imposed.
Now they want to close Knox Mountain. 
Why- Simply because some small group of 
boys has been somewhat injudicious in the 
handling of .22 rifles. What, then, of the 
dozens of other boys who wander on Knox 
Mountain without guns? These arc to be de­
prived of their playground because of a few.
It would seem to this newspaper that it 
would be a comparitively simple matter for 
the authorities to check on these boys with 
guns. True, it would not be quite as simple 
as a blanket prohibition of the area. This, 
probably is the reason that the authorities 
favor the latter scheme.
Knox Mountain stands to the north of the 
ciiy and since the subdivision of the townsite
it has been the backyard playground of small 
Kys and girls. It has for fifty years been a 
favored picnic spot for adults and it has been 
a grand hiking spot for young and old alike.
Take this away and what useful purpose 
d.xrs the mountain have? It would simply be 
a location for a couple of city reservoirs and 
the prize mosquito-breeding slough in the
area
O H A W A  REPORT




Those who have lived in the Province o 
Quebec will have unhappy memories there 
of the public’s inability to get anywhere near 
an attractive bit of water or an attractive 
hillside. Everything is privately owned am. 
the public is allowed nowhere excepting a 
few over-crowded places where a high per 
diem fee is charged. This newspaper, if it 
can prevent it, has no intention of allowing 
this to happen here. The truth, however, is 
that it is happening, day by day. More and 
more waterfront is being closed to the public; 
more and more restrictive signs are being 
erected. Soon the public is going to be con 
fired to its own backyard and a few small 
strips of beach which our forefathers were 
lo.ig-sighted enough to purchase of the city.
And now it’s Knox Mountain.
No shooting signs perhaps are necessary 
Even this, however, this newspaper doubts 
It does not argue that there has not been 
srmc foolish handling, of rifles, but it docs 
question whether this has been serious enough 
or widespread enough to warrent a blanket 
prohibition. Some other method could obtain 
the same results, even though it does cause a 
little more inconvenience to someone. But 
still, perhaps we can go along with the no 
shooting idea, albeit reluctantly.
But the no trespassing—never. Let’s leave 
this background playground to serve its only 
useful purpose, a playground for the kids 
and a hiking place for the adults.
hr/W >i
S x  Hi
SPACE MAN
B r PATRICK NICHOLSON
tSpcdalhr Written For The 
Kelowna Daily Courteri
OTTAWA—Forty-nine EngUsh-
‘‘audio - visual system.” This 
short-cut to a full tSrench vocabu­
lary, and to an accent worthy of 
Quebec‘s Society “ de bon purler 
Francals", makes lavish use of
speaking members of parlaiment colored slides of everyday scenes. ,  
have gone back to school. The instructional convcrsatldn
These MPs are so keen to be about every object depicted will 
able to understand the many par- make each pupil feel conversa- 
liamentory speeches now being tionally at home in the French 
delivered In the French language, language alter only 200 hours of 
that they are taking voluntary schooling, with no homework, 
classes to learn our second oHi- students here
clal tongue. And toey hope to b ^  Ucorks conscientiously at his two- 
come sufficiently facile in lesson twice a week for one
to be able to voice some of their jjg become master of
own better thoughts In that lan- L,jj adequate vocabulary and. will 
guage speak French with a good pro-
Monsieur Pal^uln  Is tbelr^yngjation,‘* Monsieur Peloquin 
teacher. The professor has open- td d  me
. T 'c n ' I S S  T h. MP-studmt, rang, from
n’npiiAtvuantLbree linguistic stars, Speaker R.  ̂
cx-Spcaker Ross Mac-
nl “ a a L ^ U a  Tueadal afd  W c d -^ ° f"g  W alk rT o ‘° S g ta a r ;  
nasday ot ovary weak »han par- Bill'Ando^a» and
hament Guelph‘s Alf Hales. They include
NEW EASY METHOD Cabinet Ministers Ellen Falr-
There is .no laborious “plume clough and Waldo Monteith as 
de ma tante” stuff about Profes- well as parliamentary nowcom- 
£or Peloquin's precepts for par- ers like Fort William‘s Hubert 
licmentarlans. He teaches by Badanai.
means of a special method which Those three star pupils. M. 
be invented himself, called the j peloquln confided to me, are ap­
preciably ahead of the others. 
QiQI r  DDICC ITheir Industry? Monsieur Wall-
D Id Ll  D K I t r  [care Is the quickest student, said
Monsieur Peloquin. Their vocabu- 
Jesus said unto them. My doc-|laries? All equally large Their 
trine is not mine, but HU that Pronunciations? Oh. each very 
sent men. John 7:1«. «ood in its different way.
Shrlst‘s words were directly “Mr. Michener speaks French 
inspired by God, it was God with a real Parisian accent. Mr. 
speaking. Macdonald speaks French with a




VICTORIA—A century ago this .than 18 months, when it was put 
week the first newspaper in Brit-lout of business by The Colonist, 
ish Columbia was published. For which started publication six
Unfair To D o-It-Yourselfers
that matter, it was the first news 
paper in what is now Canada, 
west of the Great Lakes.
June 25 of 1858 saw the birth of 
The Victoria Gazette—at 25 cents 
a copy! The paper lasted less
It's all vezy well to talk about this do-it- 
yourself craze that is supposed to be rampant 
throughout the country, but most of the joy 
is taken away by the actions of some manu­
facturers who strew pitfalls in the path of 
these well-intentioned do-it-yourselfers.
For instance, a friend was informed by 
his wife that the latch on the door of the 
refrigerator was loose. Donning his new 
overalls and a carpenter’s apron and gather­
ing up a few tools, he started in to make 
th? repair. The trouble should not have been 
serious; there were only two screws missing, 
that was all. But they were those new-fangled 
screws with a square hole on the centre of 
the head. He did not have the proper screws 
t” replace them, nor a proper screwdriver 
to do the job.
When he went to the appliance store 
where he had bought the refrigerator he was 
told that the model was now obsolete and 
that there >vere no screws in stock that would 
fit the dealer offered him $ 1 0 0  as down 
payment on a new refrigerator.
And remember the old Ford Model A car. 
If anything went wrong with it on the road,
months after The Gazette, and is 
still publishing.
Three Americans came from 
San Francisco to start The Gaz­
ette. It was a good newspaper, 
far smarter, far better written,
at first, than The Colonist, which 
was started by that eminent 
British Columbian, Mr. Amor de 
Cosmos.
The first two months of The 
Gazette give us a good picture of 
the Victoria of 1858, filled with 
miners from California, on their 
v/ay to the Fraser River gold 
rush.
Victoria was a town of tents 
and shanties, and The Gazette 
was constantly warning of the 
danger of fire: “A hint—we no­
tice that none of the numerous 
buildings now going up are pro-
UNITED KINGDOM OPINION
a piece of haywire or a bobby-pin would soon 
pat it right. But with a modern car the only 
salve to one’s self-respect, if anything goes 
wrong, is the privilege of lifting up the hood 
and looking at the engine. That is ^bout as 
f:’.r as the average driver can go; the manu­
facturers have seen to that. Everything seems 
to have been sealed in and it’s difficult to 
find the spark plugs even. So the only thing 
to do is to walk the required distance, one 
or two miles perhaps, and get a service car 
to tow you into a garage.
It used to be that you could unscrew the 
back of your watch and clean'out the move­
ment yourself. Try and do it now with one 
of those waterproof, shock-resistant watches. 
Every jeweller is equipped with a special 
little machine for opening the back of these 
watches and you can strain all day to re­
move it without the aid of this machine.
In times gone by it was a simple matter 
to replace a button by using a needle and 
threat. Not so today, because few garments 
a--e fastened by buttons—and to fix a zipper 





News Events Push 
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vided with chimneys. In view of the Quebec-born professor, 
the sever winters of this region, Mr. Walker ah, he speaks 
this is a grave oversight. The e x -^ e n c h  with a beauUful English- 
pcdlent of a stove-pipe hole, in Canadian accent, 
lieu a chimney, is an unsafe THE DAY TOO SHORT 
one, and should not be resorted to in this hard-working parlia- 
by any regardful of their own in- ment, the going is tough for those 
terests, or the public safety.” MPs who have chosen to be 
And a sensation was caused in students as well as politicians. 
Victoria in the summer of 1858, as ‘‘I don’t know whether I shall 
noted in The Gazette: “Oranges be able to keep up my French 
—the first fruit we have seen of- classes,”  confessed Alf Hales, 
f e r ^  for sale in Victoria, with after missing one day. “I sat on 
the exception of a few berries two committees this morning, at- 
sold by the Indians, were a small tended in the House this after- 
lot of oranges exposed to pur- noon and this evening, and 
chasers by a peddler on Wharf handled all my mail as well. 
Street.” When could I squeeze in two
The Gazette sought to inculcate hours of class?” 
culture into the motley, hurly- The professor, who leaves his 
burly life of Victoria, with artl- Montreal school for two days 
cles such as this: “The art of eachw eektoholdhisparliam en- 
conversation—there is no part, tary classes, charges 75 cents
By M. MeINTYRE HOOD
Special London (Eng.) 
Correspondent For The Courier
LONDON—International events 
have crowded the bus, dock 
workers and Smithfield meat 
market strikes right off the front 
pages of British newspapers. Top 
cf the list in news importance at 
the moment of writing is the re' 
newal of terrorism in Cyprus
one million tons above the esti­
mated requirements. There is 
only one fly in the ointment. Coal 
prices a^e to be,somewhat highr 
er, because an increased demand 
is certain once the controls are 
lifted. But there is hope that as 
the situation levels off, the ele­
ment of competition may bring 
prices down to lower levels.
In any event, the people of 
Britain are rejoicing in the re
But what has created even more moval of the last of their ration-
ing To Britain
By SIDNEY TAYLOR
VALLETTA, Malta (Reuters)— 
The Idea of this Mediterranean 
naval base becoming integrated 
with Britain now seems ns dead 
In Valletta as it does in London.
Don Mlntoff, who became La­
bor prime m i n i s t e r  on the 
strength of the proposal, said 
before his recent resignation that 
if the Maltese cannot have the 
same wages arid social services 
as Britons they will demand in­
dependence, ,
Governor Sir Robert Lnycock 
now is ruling the Island without 
the Maltese government under a 
state of emergency declared 
after last spring’s disorder.s.
There Is no tension, and life 
goes on ns usual. British cruis­
ers, destroyers nnd submarines 
sail In and out of the harbor and 
there arc ■ about 15,000 British 
goldlcr.s and sailors on the island,
plus 8,000 wives and children.
Malta is looking to Britain to 
solve the crisis, which is not only 
constitutional but also financial 
and democratic.
CYCLE COMPLETED 
The situation has turned full 
circle since Britain’s nllTparty 
conference came here in 1055 to 
find out whether the Maltese 
really wanted integration.
Lord Kilmulr, Britain’s lord 
chancellor, and his colleagues 
were c h e e r e d  wherever they 
went. ’There was something tre­
mendously moving about the 
spectacle of an ancient Mcdlter 
rancan race clamoring to become 
part of Britain, some 1,200 miles 
away, In an age when colonial 
peoples usually do all they can 
to free themselves of the Impcr 
ial power.
The integration proposal gave 
promise of .solving the economic 
difficulties of 300,000 persons llv^
without industries or raw mater­
ials, on a treeless, riverless rock 
95 miles south of Sicily.
A referendum resulted in 74.8 
per cent for Integration. But only 
CO per cent of the people, voted, 
or 44.5 per cent of the total elec­
torate. ’The Nationalists, who had 
boycotted the referendum, denied 
that this was the "clear and un- 
ml-stakable’’ majority stipulated.
Then came British defence cuts 
and a further decline in the 
strategic Importance. of Malta.
Financial talks reached a dead­
lock. The House of Commons in 
London was angered by the pass­
age of ties with Britain unless 
nUernative work wnh promised 
for dismissed dockyard workers. 
Reports of the British parlla- 
.seemed in Malta to ring the 
death-knell of integration. ,
From "Integration — now or 
never,” the cry of Mintoff's sup­
porters changed to “English
critical comment is the fact that 
the Archbishop of Canterbury has 
extended an invitation to; Arch­
bishop Makarios, leader of the 









ject to the 
^ualifica t i o n 
If I am not 
prevented by 
any obstacle.”
’This has thrown the fat in the 
fire with a vengeance. Two appli­
cations have been made to the 
courts demanding that, if Makar­
ios sets foot in Britain, he be 
arrested and tried on charges of 
complicity in the murder of 
British soldiers and officials in 
Cyprus.
The government is in a tough
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ing in overcrowded conditions, men, pay up or go home.’’
10 YEARS AGO 
June, ISIS
Malcolm Chopin was elected 
vice-president of the Juntor 
Chamber of Commerce of Can­
ada. at the, annual convention 
held in Winnipeg last week,
Kelowna Rowing Club’s senior 
fours provlhclnl championship, 
won last year at Vancouver, will 
go the block at Vancouver on 
July 1.
Nearly 2,000 school students— 
the largest number in Kelowna’s 
school history—will lx? chontlng 
’’no more pencils, no more Ixxika, 
no more teachers' cross-eyed 
looks” next. JVednesday whop the 
Qurtain comes down the 1917- 
49 school season,
iSM e.lSn
iThe Jlmgest day « | the year this 
year was a hot one, wllh the mcr-
30YEARBAGO 
 ̂ June, 1028
A movement has been .started 
by Penticton anglers for rcstor- 
ation of the old railway construc­
tion road leading, to Chute Lake 
from the south.
40 YEARS AGO 
June, IjllH
AmUlier Chinaman wa.s nrrc»t- 
ici by Chief Constable ’Tliomnn 
ott A charge of having opium in 
his |K)ssesalon prepared for smok­
ing. He apiKotcd before the 
luagi-stratc and was fined 525 nnd 
costs. I ,
, SO YEARS AGO 
,,June, HNM
Tims sniUi the fncclious “ Bob",
spot. As a British subject, Arch­
bishop Makarios holds a British 
passport. So, unless circum­
stances, justify his exclusion, he 
has every right to visit Britain. 
Ills bitter nnd violent attack on 
the British government the other 
day, however, has stirred up 
members of parliament to ask 
questions about whether or not 
he .should, be allowed to come to 
Britain. , The nation is waiting 
with some anxiety for Prime 
Minister MnemiUnn’s announce­
ment of the latest plan to solve 
the Cyprus problem. But oven 
more important at the moment 
is the impending visit of Makar­
ios. It could, If allowed, stir up 
:i great deal of trouble for the 
government-nnd for tho Arch- 
tlshop.
LAST RATIONING ENDS
i^ext month, the British gov­
ernment will remove the last of 
its rationing from tho backs of 
the British people. Announce­
ment that coal rntiohlng, which 
lias been in effect for the last
ing restrictions 
AUTO INDUSTRY HAPPY
The British automobile industry 
is very happy about the Increase 
of its exports to Canada. Pros­
pects are that British car sales 
in Canada will hit an all time high 
peak in 1958. It is anticipated 
that about 40,000 British cars 
will be sold in Canada before the 
end of the year bringing about 
$46,000,000 to Britain. ’This would 
be double the exports of 1957.
There is, however, a slight 
cloud on the horizon. British car 
manufacturers are concerned 
about the inroads of the German 
Volkswagen in their market in 
Canada. Last year, Germany ex­
ported 24,319 cars to Canada as 
compared with 8,000 in 1956. If 
that rate of increase continues 
Germany might well outsell 
Britain in the Canadian automo­
bile market.
NEWS BY TELEPHONE
Britain is going continental with 
the inauguration of a news scr 
vice by telephone for visitors to
of this year, Scottish woollen ex­
ports to Canada were about half 
what they were for the same 
period in 1957.
CANADIAN PLAY SCORES 
A play with a distinctly Cana­
dian flavor has won acclaim on 
its first night at the Duchess 
Theatre. The play is ’"The Velvet 
Shotgun” written by 30-year-old 
Canadian playwright, Christopher 
Taylor.
To add to the Canadian flavor, 
the heroine of it is a Toronto girl, 
who, as the result of a madcap 
adventure in Paris, finds herself 
in a basement flat in Knights- 
brldge waiting the arrival of a 
child. In her dilemma, she ex­
plores the alternatives—adoption 
of the child, marriage to its fa­
ther, a distraught Englishman, 
who does not really appeal to her, 
or marriage to a Canadian who is 
in love with her, despite her 
problem. Christopher Taylor 
\/orks the whole thing out to an 
eminently satisfactory conclusion.
Of special interest is the fact 
that the role of the Toronto girl 
is played by a young actress, 
Sarah MarshaU. Her performance 
has been rated tops by the re­
viewers. That Is not surprising. 
She is the daughter of the famous 
team ot Herbert MarshaU and 
Edna Best, who back in the thir­
ties were at the heyday of their 
careers on the stage and in films. 
Canadians will remember them
perhaps, of social life which af­
fords more real satisfaction than 
those hours which we pass in ra­
tional and unrehearsed conversa­
tion. That conversation, however, 
may answer the ends for which 
it was designed, the parties who 
are to join in it, must come to­
gether with a determined resolu­
tion to please, and to be pleased.
“ Contrive, therefore, but with 
dexterity and propriety, that each 
person may have an opportunity 
of discoursing. By observing this 
rule everyone has it in his pxjwer 
tc assist in rendering the conver 
cation agreeable: since though 
he 'may not choose, or be quaU- 
fied to say much himself, he can 
propose questions to those ■ who 
aie able to answer them."
Strange, a scholarly article like 
this, in a smaU newspaper, in a 
boom town of miners and shacks 
and tents.
A newcomer to Victoria that 
summer 100 years ago wrote to 
The Gazette his impressions of 
our now stately capital:
“For the privilege of sleeping 
cn a pUe of lumber in a half- 
finished house, and providing my 
own blankets, I paid a rate equal 
to the charge made for sleeping 
accommodations in a first-class 
metropolitan hotel. When I ob­
jected to the price, the proprietor 
cooly remarked that I was not 
cumpclled to enter into the con­
tract, and added, with a cruel 
attempt at facetia, that the price 
v/ns not high, considering that he 
furnished lodging—and board — 
and pointing to the plank that 
was to serve as my bed, by way 
of explaining his atrocious joke.”
per hour, or $3 per week for his 
prescribed classes.
Although his audio-visual meth­
od does not call for homework, 
his keener students do not 
eschew extra-curricular work. 
For example, while most hard- 
worked MPs are happy to keep 
up with yesterday’s Hansard re­
port of the debates in the House 
of Commons, I was very impress­
ed to notice on Mr. David Walk­
er’s desk the bound volume of 
the French language version of 
Hansard for as long ago as the 
year 1891.
“Sir Wilfrid Laurier used to 
speak such beautiful French, it is 
a joy to read his speeches,” Mr. 
Walker told me.
There are .77 French-Canadian 
MPs and about six ohers fluent 
in French. When the Peloquin 
class of ’58 graduates, nearly half 
the House will be able to under­
stand and to speak both our offi­
cial languages.
For the French-Canadians are 
not being outdone by their Eng­
lish-speaking colleagues. I know 
of one very distinguished new 
MP from the Quebec City area 
who begins each working day 
here with one hour of English 
lesson, beginning at 8 a.m.
this country. This service, i n - ^He ®tars of the famous Noel
If* yenrs, since Uie outbreak of 
the Second World War, will be
Lowery in tho ’’Greenwood Lcdg-  ̂
cr; “A man In Kelowna lately 
«aw, a (icrqe battle iMitwcen a 
beetle apd a cut-worm. We always
vary soarliui to 9ft on June'21. lljlind a belter opinion of Jim 
wax IT on the 20th. ' ; Bowea* booze Uian that.”
abolished on July 15 has been 
received wltR, almost rejoicing 
from the man tn the street.
Thus encl.s the last of the many 
pconomlc controls Imposed be­
cause of the U-boat threat in 
1939, \Tl)ls means many things. 
It rc-lntro(luccH the element of 
competition Into tho coal distri­
bution business, It frees tho home 
f'cupler froRi the shackles of be­
ing tied to 'one coal denier, Ho 
can Dow pick ()nd choose 
complete freedom. He will not 
have to roglstk with a single dls- 
Irlbutor, and l)o at tho mercy of 
that individual. If ho is not satis­
fied with the sorvico ho la re­
ceiving, ho can change, his dealer 
at will. V
Atwiition of coal rationing has 
been made iKisslble l>ccau5o, for 
the time since 1939.'stocks
augurnted recently by the post 
office department, makes it pos­
sible for visitors io Britain to ob­
tain information about important 
events of the day simply by dial­
ing a specified telephone num­
ber. The service Is available in 
English, French nnd German, 
Weather forecasts . are included 
in tho French and German ap 
notincemcnts. For English-speak­
ing inquiries, however, the nor­
mal telephone weather service 
will be available. Anyone can 
secure the weather forecasts 
simply by dialing WEA 2211 
Such a, service has long been 
provided in servernl European 
countries.
During the recent test cricket 
match between England nnd .Nw 
Zealand, the post office depart­
ment provided a telephone bulle 
tin service bn tho scores. Any­
one interested simply had to dial 
UMP 221 to learn of the progress 
of the match. Newspapers wel­
comed this innovation. It itindo it 
uunecossary for tliolr sports dc- 
purtments to answer a flood of 
telephone calls asking for the 
scores.
tVOOL MEN WORRIED
Scottish And Yorkshire woollen 
mamifncturbrs are surprised isnd 
dinnp|H)lntcci at the recent rcc- 
ommendntlqn, of the Canadian 
Tariff Board \lu U ' higher duties 
l.e Imposed on'woollen goods im­
ported from Britain. Their sur- 
prise Is intensified bocauso no 
similar recommendation has been 
made concerning the tariffs on 
woollens from countries like Italy 
And Japan. Woollen manufactub' 
ers declare that If the rceommen- 
datlon la acted upon by the Can 
ndian government It will be a 
heavy, blow to tho Industry here, 
already faced with a tariff quota 
in the United Slates,
Coward film, “Cavalcade.’
Union-Management 
Fight A t Kamloops
KAMLOOPS (CP) — A heated 
union-rnanagement dispute l.s in 
progress ot Pondosa Pine Lum  ̂
ber Company sawmill near here 
over 42 men who say they have 
boon fired but who the company 
says have walked out.
The B.C. Supreme Court is 
sued a no • picketing Injunction 
Wednesday in Vancouver on the 
company's application.
An International Woodworkers 
of America spokesman said the 
men were fired when they ceased 
work Juno 10 awaiting tho out­
come of a meeting between 
management officials and a three 
man union grievance committee 
over a comploint lodged by 
employees.
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ents resumed their friendly .ri­
valry in contests and races at an 
outdoors meeting during the 
week.
I The male teachers triumphed 
in the annual softball contest 
i against their PTA mate rivals. 
The ladies had races instead of i 
rx softball game. .
i Following the exercise, clce-  ̂
tion of new officers for the. Rut-1 
land PTA took place. But firsti 
toe retiring president. Neil Kerr,| 
was presented with a past presi- j 
dent’s pin by Arthur Harrop, who 
expressed the PTA's appreciation 
for his services and the regrets 
'that he was leaving the district.
I Elected to office were; D. H. 
Campbell, honorary president; 
iAlbert Beitel, president: Jack G.
IMorrison, vice-president: Mrs. F.j 
lA. Stevens, secretary <ro-clect- 
iodi; Mrs. J. Ivens Jr'., treasurer;
I Mrs. L. Hyam, corresponding 
i secretary.
Mrs. Betty Shierbeck^ is the 
! new social convener, while Mrs. 
iA. Harrop is her assistant. Beth 
I Stearns heads the health and 
;v/elfare committee and Mary 
j  Valdez is in charge of the mem­
bership committee.
Hospitality committee is head- 
led by Mrs. Art Pekrul, white
LOCAL AND DISTRICT
SEEKING MORAL SUPPORT
Vernon Requesting  
Technical S u rv e y
By Special Courier Correspondent Mainline and Arrow Lakes areas
NEW MANAGER
New arrival here to take over 
managership of Royal Anne 
Hotel is junior partner Ken­
neth MacKinnon, former man­
ager of Crown Point Hotel, 
Trail, and! former assistant 
manager at Russell Hotel. New 
Westminster. He assumed new 
duties last week.
VERNON—A meeting will be 
called of representatives of coun­
cils and boards of trade in the 




Mrs. Dan Jaud was named con­
vener of the library committee. ___ , , ,
Smithanik is in c h a r g e i l e a r n e d  toda>
Worst forest fire in the Kelowna 
area this year is under control,
in respect of a complete tecjini' 
cal, geographical and commer­
cial survey for an airport by top 
department of transport engi-
RETIRED RAILWAY EMPLOYEES 
PLANNING OWN ORGANIZATION
Retired employees of the Canadian National Railways 
have been asked to meet at the United Church hall at 2 
p.m. Tuesday.
Purpose of the meeting is to form a CNR veterans’ 
association. Meetings would be held at regular intervals. 
Apart from business sessions, it will give railway veterans 
and their wives an t)pporlunity to meet socially.
Sprayer Invented 4 Years 
Ago Makes Hit On Markets
A Winfield garage operator’s 
idea for a now blower arrange
Mrs. J. The fire erupted late last week iment on orchard sprayers is be-
? nul^ '‘‘t Whelan Creek, between Scotty | ginning to pay off.
^Thf. 'now nfficers will take i  Creek, and sti'l isj R was only four ycar.s
over when the PTA reconvenes ' -̂ ‘̂ oul^cring. At its peak it cov-^v.hcn A1 Swan.son built an actual
in the autumn.
A fire fighter on the scene said 
this:h could have been a major fire 
under more adverse conditions.
I He said it was fortunate there 
Mrs. Doreen Hudson and her no winds of any account,
son Rocky returned home to thej Area hit had been logged-out
Mr. Cass Lehner Is a patient in 
the Kelowna Hospital at 
time.
cred two acres in a spot that was sprayer incorporating his blower
ideas—and today he has sold
throughout the B.C. fruit grow­
ing areas.
Mr. Swanson started on his 
original .sprayer when he was op- 
ago crating the Lakeshore Garage at 
Wood.sdale four years ago. The 
original orchard sprayer resulted 
in a request for six machines, 
but ho was unable to complete 
them that year
lasers. The meeting is prompted 
by Vernon city council and board 
of trade.
Aid. Harold Down, chairman of 
Vernon's airi>ort con\mittee, 
brought Vernon board of trade 
up to date in its efforts to obtain 
such a survey before any deci­
sion is made regarding the site 
of an airfxjrt to serve Vernon 
and the North Okanagan.
Referring to press reports, Aid. 
Down and Ma.vor Frank Becker 
said Vernon never intended a 
fight to develop between this city 
and Kelowna.
Peter Seaton, Lionel Mcrcier 
and others felt Vernon would be 
in a stronger position if the moral 
.'nipport of neighboring comnumi- 
itics was secured. George Melvin 
|proix)scd a motion, carried un- 
janimously, that Vernon Board of 
Trade endorse the action taken 
by the city in securing an option 
on the L and A site.
Mayor Becker told the board 
of trade that Tuesday he had 
wired Transport Minister George 
Hccs that the report submitted 
by his department was not based 
on the type of technical survey 
Vernon city council and trade 
board had in mind.
Amateur Talent 
Scout Comingnearly $150,000 worth of sprayers 
and even has an order for three t  t t r. Young amateur singers, Instru-
to be delivered as soon as pos-| Giving up the garage in the : mcntalists. dancers and posses- 
sible to Durchasers in Janan. | winter of 19,55-.56, Mr. Swanson' sors of other forms of show talent 
Mr Swanson’s success story "P a small .shop at Okanagan aie going to get a chance to par­
kas re.sultcd in another secondary i Centre, but again soon found that ticipatc in the big talent contest
PART OF TRANS-CANADA MICROWAVE SYSTEM
Jutting 830 feet Into air Is 
massive steel microwave tower 
a t Olive, 40 miles north of 
North Bay, Ont. Largest in 
Trans-Canada Telephone Sys­
tem’s coast-lo-coast micro- 
wave network, Olive' tower 
weighs 120 tons and contains 
largest steel angle sections 
ever rolled. Huge antennae —
shaped like sugar-scoops, each 
weighing 1,700 pounds—simul­
taneously transmit scores of 
telephone messages as well as 
CBC television programs.
97 and the Beaver
Chilcotin district after socnding-,^o the damage was not heavy. A j industry lor the central Okana- large enough. So later, which will be a feature of the
an extended holidav visiting her i suppression crew arrived at pan—a business that is cxucctedi‘>̂ '9^6 he moved to the sorviec free outdoor theatre at the Pacific 
parents Mr. and Mrs. J. Bate-!the scene shortly after it was re- nroHnrP a Swanson sm-aver ' the junction of High-;National Exhibition, 
man. I ported.
, ,  _ T. -iu „ r,oc I Forest Ranger Bert Hewlett
Mrs. George Reit - commended the people who had
senger m the bus that 'vith, telephoned the ranger’s office 
the accident at Hope, but escaped | gg^jng smoke from the fire
%pfnrnins “from i persons reported costlrom '$150 to $17.5 moreMrs. Reith was returning from we appreciate that
REVELSTOKE BRINGS NEW TO OLD
Driving Of Last Spike In 1885 
Malakwa Centennial Theme July !
to produce a S anson s -ayer 
every three days when full pro-|"'^y 
duction is reached next 1 ^ m  av-t
The .sprayers, with a blower j ^   ̂ i u  n ^that is natented in Canada and* orders for the now sprayer with headquarters in Hollywood,
the United States, sell at $2,900. kemt coming in. Mr. Swanson de­
cided he would have to build his
Vancouver, 
Lake'August 18 to September 1.
I Roy Gotxlon, internationally 
i known producer of talent shows
a wedding in Vancouver. Her 
sister, M rs. M abel Crowther, 
was hospitalized as a result of 
the crash.
VERNON — "Had It not been 
for the completion of a railroad, 
connecting British Columbia with
of the Revelstoke contingent at 
2 p.m. on Sunday, June 29. Of­
ficial speeches will be made, and 
the rest of Canada, we might not a commemorative spike will be 
have been a province,’’ said Mrs. driven. A short stage show will 
Lilllian Sederberg. speaking on follow , -
behalf of Malakwa centennial At 3 p.m., the Revelstoke tram 
committee, in giving details of | will return, to clear the tracks for ty booths. 
Malakwa’s B.C. centennial cele- “  ~
bration June 29.
Malakwa community then will 
commemorate the driving of the 
last spike at Craigellachie, so 
named because CPR leaders us­
ed the word, which means in 
Gaelic, "stand fast’’. This was 
used to encourage work crews to 
complete the railway 
The June 29 celebrations at 
Craigellachie, sponsored by the 
Malakwa centennial committee.
regular trains. Festivities jwill 
then move up the hill to^the^ 
Craigellachie school grounds, 
where there will be a beard con­
test. games and refreshments. 
The Eagle Valley Kinsmen will 
handle entertainment and novel-
3,000 For Polio Shots
Arrangements are completed to 
handle up to 3,000 adults Wed- 
first Salk polioaiaK a m m i ^e  the first l  li
will be built around the theme of Community Health
contrasting the old with the new. |
LOCOMOTIVE MODEL
Revelstoke centennial commit
Members of the Kelowna Medl- 
I cal Association are assisting
tec, in co-operation with Revel- voluntarily in the project aimed 
stoke Kinsmen, will represent the at making immune as many po- 
"new" arriving in a inodern Uential adult victims of polio as 
train. . possible. Several doctors will be
They will be met by a contin- on hand throughout the clinic 
gent of Malakwa residents, re- hours to-Jiandle any big rushes 
presenting'the "old" In a model south Okanagan Health Unit 
of the first locomotive in the personnel will be assisting and 
area, and dressed to represent Lhe full facilities of the health 
the old days—said to have been eentre will be available, 
so ‘‘800d’’. , i. Adults from 18 to 50 years of
Several CPR officials bayeLgg jnvited—in fact, urged—
, been Ihvitcd. The department • of advantage of this oppor-
highways has agreed to permit 
access to the cairn, and to make | 
parking areas available.
The formal part of the pro-1 









VERNON-The official opening 
I of the new residential building of 
Vernon Preparatory School, took 
A local resident suece.ssfully Pinc<! Saturday, _at 12 ;^  p.m. 
completed a cour.se In iiiduslrlal P r̂ofcs.sor M. V. Scarfe, dean of 
first aid Instruction in Vancouver the faculty of i^ucation at the 
recently. Ernest R. Hartwick, Univeriilty of B.C.. cut the rib- 
(R'R. No, M Knox Mountain boh and unveiled tpe plaque. 
Road. Kelowna, attended the in- The school 
struclors* school which was spon- nil
pored by the St. John Ambulance ® J ”
Association and the Workihcn’s “/ ‘ci noon a 
Compensation Board.
Eighty-two first aid instructors eleven and the
K ”  toS .'V -'i'T n '' . t  'S L -w e’k V«no" P ro ,» -..o ry  Sch™. 
course * closed Siiililny morning, ami will
Director of the training school cc-open tor the fail term on Sept- 
was John 11. Knight, Senior | ember 10 
Training Officer of the Consolid­
a t e  Mining and Smelting Co.
Ltd., Trail. He wils assisted by 
several outstanding aulhorltlc.'i in 
first aid mntter.s.
tunity to be protected against 
the ravages ■ of polio. All it will 
cost them is $1—and those in­
tending to appear for the initial 
vaccination are asked to bring 
the correct amount with them. 
THREE DOSES 
Hours tor the clinic here Wed­
nesday are from 2 to 5 p.m. and 
from 7 to 10 p.m.
Persons over 50 may attend if 
they wish, but records have shown 
that polio rarely affects anyone 
over that age. Children (all who 
have had parental consent) have 
already been vaccinated through 
the schools and in pre-school 
Clinics.
The $1 charge cover.s the cost 
of the Salk vaccine only.
Each person will be given 
card on which a record of the 
vaccinations will be kept. He or 
she is expected to return for the 
second "shot" on July 9. The 
third one will be given seven 
months later.
The vaccine is not fully cffcc' 
tive until three doses are taken 
the space of about eight 
months.
The cllnjic is open to nil adults 
living in the Kelowna school diS' 
trict area from Oyama to Peach 
land. Dr. D. A. Clarke, medical 
director of the SOHU has re­
minded, ,
Four Policemen 
In Trouble-  
-  W ith Police




Red measles are prevalent— 
especially among pre-school chil­
dren and those attending lower 
grades in school.
Dr. D. A. Clarke, medical di­
rector of the South Okanagan 
Health Unit, when asked by the 
Daily Courier if the measles had 
reached epidemic proportions, 
replied in the negative, but ad­
mitted there were “several cases 
about." —
He said In several -instances 
where there are small children 
in the family, all the youngsters 
are stricken. Even Dr. Clarke’s 
own five children are down with 
the disease.
The red measles (or Rubeola) 
leave the victim in a weakened 
condition and can be serious, Dr. 
Clarke warned.
HIGH FEVER
High fever was common, as 
well as an extensive rash.
At the first sign of trouble, the 
family physician should be con­
sulted, Dr. Clarke advised. He 
suggests that parents keep af­
flicted children out of the sun­
light, as eyes of measles’ victims 
are sensitive to light.
Parents should see that the 
children get lots of rest and 
drink fluids mostly. "They should 
also watch closely for complica­
tions to the ear, eyes and lungs."
Dr. Clarke said this type of 
measles actually, is more preva­
lent than his office has knowlpdgc 
about, because many cases are 
not reported to him-
very much,’’ he said
To date, in 1958, there have 
been 10 forest fires in the Kel­
owna area. All were of a minor 
nature and quickly put out before 
much damage was done.
Ranger Hewlett described the 
fire potential as "extremely haz­
ardous.”
However, there has been no 
general forest closure in this 
area as yet. The forest in the 
Vancouver Forest District were 
closed last week, but they are 
closed nearly every year during 
the hazard season, and sometimes 
two or three times.
in the States, due to freight and 
exchange.
AGENCIES IN U.S.
Agencies now have been set up 
at Wenatchee, Yakima and Ton- 
asket in Washington: at The
Dalles and Hood River in Oregon, 




VANCOUVER (CP)—A convict 
rearrested after being released 
on ticket-of .^ave was ordered 
freed by a judge of the B.C. Su­
preme Court who criticized fed­
eral authorities tor failure to 
give any reason for the rearrest 
Mr. Justice H. W ., Meinnes 
granted a habeas corpus applica­
tion made by William , Munavish, 
48, after ruling that the warrant 
on which Munavish was re­
arrested was defective.
Applications previously made 
by Munavish to two other judges 
had been rejected.
Mr, Justice MeInnes ruled that 
Munavish, first man in Canada to 
be sentenced to indefinite im­
prisonment as an habitual crim­
inal, could be arrested only af­
ter release on licence if a war­






INNISFAIL, AUn. tCP) — June 
Is a »i>ccifil monlli for Mr. and
IlDlrs. Thomas Vnrtj', p i o n e e r  ___  ___  _
members of Ibis conmuinikv. TThis found thcmsclvQ.s in trouble 
year it includes their 53rd wed today—with the ixilicc 
(ling aiuiiver.'iary and LhiUi birtto Tlirec dctccUvcs on the nur 
days—TDUi tor Mr. Varty and Lytles squad were arrested on
70th tor'M s wife. ____ ^lehiirges o f , ntteinpting to extort
$i,500 fnmi ti radio eqiii|imenl 
NO s u r r e n d e r  Lsnlcsman. by claiming'they found
BURNABY, B.C. (CP)-ltouse 
wife Mrs. Julia Hardy said she 
would go to jnll ratlicf than pay 
q tK) fine tor allowing storm 
water liotn her hoino to (low into 
« sanitary H'wer. Municipal old- 
cial.s Ihen wiUulrrsv the (“barge
against her and 20 otkim. ,
a hag of narcotics )ii his apart 
ment. A lawyer was arrested 
with them.
In another ease, a, patrolman 
and two (ormer convicts were (ir- 
rc-sted on a cliarge o( Ix'ntmg a 
J5-vcar-nld man and robbing him 
of 1361.
W infield Swim  
Classes To Be 
Resumed Again
W INFIELD-lt was learned at 
tile regular monthly meeting of 
the Women’s, Institute held in 
iiic clubrooin of the Memorial 
Hall that registration day tor the 
Red Cross swimming cIbbscs 
hlKinsorcd by the Women’s In 
slltuto, will be July 2.
There were 13 mcmbcr.s nnd 
two vis’ltors present and Presi 
dent Mrs. F. Sommcrvilie wa.% 
in the chair.
Instructor for the /iwlmmlng 
c',ns.ses for this year Is Mias Eva- 
Ivne Hiilaby again. There will be 
beginners’ clasucs, also juniors, 
Internicdlate nnd seniors. On each 
Wednesday evening adult classes 
y/lli Ik) held.
Mrs. A. C. Hlllaby. delegate at 
the Women’s Institute bi-annual 
conference held in Vancouver 
recently, gayc n .full and detali 
td  report.
At the close of the mccUni^ the 
nlrcctors, who were in chiirgo of 
tlic ntocting. served refreshments, 
['The next meeting will be held in 
the clubrom in Sept,
Canada's Davis 
Cup Team Named
MONTREAL (CP) — Bob Red- 
ard of Sherbrooke, Don Fontana 
of Toronto and Paul Willey, of 
Vancouver were named today to 
Canada’s Dnvi.s Cup team .sche­
duled to meet Cuba July 3, 4 and 
in Toronto.
The announcement wa.s made 
by Jack Spencer, chaumnn of 
the Davis (iup selection commit- 
tco'
Lome Main of Montreal was 
earlier named captain of the 
team and because only three olh 
ers have been named Main will 
also be nvnllable in a playing ca 
pnclty/Bnid Spencer.
HELPFUL BIRD
TORRINGTON. Eng, (CP) ■- 
budgerigar owned by a constltu 
ent of Mark Ronhnm-Cnrter, Lib 
ernl MP for this Devon ttommiin 
Itv, has been tnqght to recite 
"Vote tor Bonham-Cnrtcr. He's 
smasher." \  _____ ____
» Air-Conditioning 
n Heating
•  Weather Stripping
•  Alumimim Awnings
Call for Freo EaUpiatet
Kumfort
HEATING PRODUCTS




VERNON — Approximately 3,- 
700 students In School District 
22, Vernon have only four days 
of school. All schools close 
Thursday, June 26 and will re­
open September 3.
Exception are those senior high 
school students who have no 
final exams to write. They were 
released June 13. Grades 12 and 
13 are now writing their govern­
ment exams, which will finish 
June 26. Other grades are writ­
ing local examinations.
Elementary schools had a re­
cord registration of 222 begin­
ners for September, and Princi­
pal H. K. Beairsto feels that 
more than 50 beginners have not 
registered yet. There was a reg­
istration of 21 Grade One pupils 
in Coldstream School Monday.
Excluding those who will start 
school in September, there arc 
now over 200 pupils more than at 
this time last year,' making a 
new secondary school a neces­
sity, Recently, school board 
chairman J. R. Kidston said that 
a new junior-senior high school 
must bo built within the next 
two years.
own assembly plant. A quonsot- 
t}'pc of plant then was erected 
near the junction of Highway 97 
and the north Okanagan Centre 
road (near the south end of 
Wood Lake).
The building, 60 feet long by 
36 feet in width, is ample "for 
some time to come," Mr. Swan­
son believes. He will have five 
men working with him this win­
ter—“the busy season tor manu­
facturing sprayers.”
The three-sprayer order for 
Japan is expected to be filled In 
1959. These are a special order 
for a smaller type of sprayer.
Mr. Swanson said the reason 
why his sprayer has gone over 
so well is that it "combines sim­
plicity and efficiency. There are 
so few working parts."
will be in Kelowna July 4 to hold 
auditions at the Royal Ann Hotel.
Talented youngsters from six 
to 18 years will bo auditioned 
here for places in the finals to 
be held nightly during the PNE. 
Winners of the PNE talent show 
will be taken to Hollywood, with 
all expenses paid. They will stay 
at the famous Hollywood Roose­
velt Hotel, visit Disneyland, mo­
tion picture and TV studios and 
have a gala holiday. Plans are 
also being made for them to an- 
pear on television in Hollywood.
MORE POCKET MONEY
NOTTINGHAM, England (CP) 
A 100-per-cent increase in pocket 
money has been granted children 
over 15 in the care of Notting­
ham municipal authorities.Their 
weekly allowance goes up to five 






Dental and medical bills bothering 
Get a NIAGARA loan-and quickly
U rgtil AU-Cqimi8I«b Uon Camgasy
101 RADIO BUILDING 
KELOWNA, B.C.
Branches throuhgout British Cojiunibia
P ilse n e r  is  popular, no doubt about that! It's B.C.'s best-selling b eer ,- enjo:?ed in more 
homes by more people than any other brand. Pick up a case todayl
P I L S E N E R
TMItAUllHa IdlWfUIII (l.c,i liMITth (foimirty Vitocouvst Bf«w»rliS Ud.)
Thin advcrtlwment la not publiahctl or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the Government of Britiah Columbia.
rqn f a i t  HOMK pliUVtflY wipHR,
■ • 'i'l'C ' ' I'i - ’ I ( '■
\
1 Orioles Continue 
O verhaul Okies
The Kelowna Orioles continued 1 the steal, as, Ra_ ,s struck out.ipnd Kaiser wound up at second, in Denbow and Ito and CampWl 
th..ir d r i v e  to rcsain too SD ot on making it two away. Kaiser hit Denbow poked one to short right slarnmed a single out to centie 
thur drive t g 'in  slzzline erounder that teunced field, moving Kaiser along, and field, and De Rosa came >n to
' ■ v |
a chance to] fence, bringing Kaiser in. Culos 
sprint home with the tying run,[singled through centre, bringing
l i t '
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
CARRY MAPLE LEAF TO CARDIFF
The tJBC rowing crew was 
successful again this year in 
taking the BEG trials at St. 
Catharines on Saturday, easily 
defeating their opposition from
St. Catharines, Hamilton and 
Toronto jn the eights and fours. 
Pictured above are the boys 
who w'ill carry Canada's colors 
into the BEG at Cardiff in Aug­
ust. Back row, left to right: 
Tom Biln. Lome Loomer, 
Wayne Pretty. Glen Mervyn, 
Walter D'Hondt, Bill McKer- 
lich, Archie McKinnon, Don
Arnold and Bob Wilson. Front 
row, left to right: Glen Smith, 
Malcolm Turnbull. Dick Mc­
Clure, John Madden. Dick 
Hclliwell, Bud Stapleton and 
Tommy Gray.
SPORTLIGHT
Age Mellows W hiskey, 
But Hockey Clubs Go Sour




Whiskey seems to age well with waiting, but hockey clubs
ion’t mellow worth tuppence.
Hockey clubs that have to wait are unhappy hockey clubs, 
and to make the situation worse, they have no common dc 
nominator, such as thsy possess in abundance during the play 
ing season, when all beefs and bellows are forgotten m the 
all-embracing atmosphere of the sweaty dressing-room.
Now, the players are just a bunch of husbands and fathers, 
with bills to pay and places to go, and the executive are jus 
a bunch of guys trying to get along. That is, in the case of
^^^Sn'the case of the Kelowna Packers, the club that went 
all the way to within 20 minutes of being the Canadian senior 
champions, and hit a new high for harmonious relaUons with 
hockey fans and their neighbors as well as with each other
this year, there are problems.
This is no scoop. Anyone who sups brew m any one o 
the city’s Coffee Row hangouts knows about them. Any Or 
chard City citizen who hasn’t heard-about them must have 
been holidaying in Mexico, with his mailing address a mystery 
The problems? Let’s take a look at them.
1) The players have not been paid their last two weeks 
salary. This is noUa ncw--situation in the Orchard City, but 
' surprising in the face of the successful season they obviously had 
'>) The executive do not appear to be harmonious ir 
thcir*relaUonship. Frankly, they haven’t been all season, but 
the turmoil within was suppressed to a certain extent for
reasons of policy. . .  . ..
3) The annual meeting, which enables the citizen-owners 
to take a look at the season’s operations and elect their officers 
for the following ycafr seems to be long in coming. This is also 
not an unprecedented thing in the Orchard City. . ^
W hy?.Lct’s take ontf of the Socred’s famous second looks.
NOTES OF DISCORD
1) The players, in their salary deficit, have been victims 
of a combination of unavoidable and unpleasant circumstances. 
On the one hand there are the normal delays of payment by 
the CAHA for the Allan Cup series, the need for proper audit­
ing of accouhts, and the necessity for the club s activities being 
reU ted to city council-all these arc understandable delays.  ̂
What the players seem to be hostile about, and some of 
the merchants to whom the hockey cltib»is in debt, is theiact 
that some payments have been made, while others are held 
back The reasons for this seem to he with the financial com­
mittee of the club, who feel there is no ncct̂  to honor their 
debts or present a reasonable explanation to their creditors for 
S  failure to do so, Maybu they are saving al the.t eaplan- 
S s  for the annual meeting, but this manner of Action seems
highly discourteous. , , ^  .
2) The executive disharmony is common knowledge to
anyone who has heard some of the threats, insinuations and 
insults hurled by yarious members of the executive during the 
past mUc while, but these
the carry-over of a tough winter which was filled with plenty o 
‘•off the record” turmoil. These sour notes in the 
surely c o m e  out at the annual meeting, which might be well
woril^a g^nujjl delay in coming is brought
about bv nothing else other than the mechanical necessity of 
wailing for the CAHA to cough up, then auditing fhe boob, 
then making a report of the year's activities to the city fathers.
It’s as simple as that. , ^
When this annual meeting </om come, however, it will 
bo the time for all the conjecture to become fact, and for the 
Duzzlca hockey fans to ark the executive the questions that 
have been troubling them. It will be just one more hot night be­
fore you can wrap up hockey for the season, so make it aigood
Meanwhile, think over the problem of choosing a new 
rxcculivc for next year, bearing In mind the necessity of having 
good, experienced nicn at the helm from the ‘*1®
meeting Is over, to find the necessary rcpiaccmcnts for the l i.'iS- 
59 Packers, wlio may go all the way this time.
Remember that a, few short weeks after they st.art into 
action this fall they arc going to be representing o u r  c i ty , and 
our country in the cy';,s cf the world, llic then who shape the 1 Bouad for this task will liuvo to know what th e y  arc doing, but 
' ficht now it’s vmi who have to have the know-liovv.
^  KEEP COOL, WE’i.L LET YOU KNOW WHEN THE
DIO NIGHT ARRIVES
PORT DALHOUSIE. Ont. (CP) 
Canada will be represented by a 
20-man team in the British Em­
pire Games rowing events, if Ca­
nadian Association of Amateur 
Oarsmen officials h a v e  their 
way.
Limited to a team of 18, In­
cluding a coach and manager, by 
the Canadian B r  i t  i s h Empire 
Games committee, officials an­
nounced here Saturday the team 
would include University of Brit­
ish Columbia eights and fours, a 
coxswain for the eights; two 
spares, three scullers, a coach 
and a manager.
The team, selected after the 
BEG trials Saturday on the Royal 




New York 600 000 O03~15 J6 
Detroit 000 (WO 000— 0 2 4 
Larsen and Berra; Hoeft, Mor­
gan (1-Moford (1) Valenttnetti 
(8) Fischer (9) and Hegan, Wil­
son (9. L-Hoeft. HRs: NY-How- 
ard (6. „ .  » ,
Baltimore 002 000 00(̂ — 2 7 1
Chicago (WO (WO 000— 0 6 0
O’Dell and T riandos: Wilson, 
Staley (9) and Battey, Lollar (8). 
LrWilson. ^ ,
Wash’ton 110 000 100— S 8 0
Cleveland 100 030 OOx-4 7 0
Stobbs, Byerly (5) Hyde (8) 
and Courtney: Narleski, Mossi 
(8) and Brown. W-Narleski; L- 
Stobbs. HRs; Was-Lemon (11); 
Cle-Minoso (1).
' National League 
St. Louis 002 000 000— 2 6 0
Milwaukee 010 000 OOO— 1 5  0 
Maglie, Jackson (8) and Smith; 
Jay, Trowbridge (7) and Cran­
dall. W-Maglie. L-Jay.
Chicago 100 000 001— 2 8 1 
Cincinnati 015 (WO OOx—̂ 6 12 0 
ElUsworth, Hobbie (3) Hillman 
(4) Elston (7) and Neeman; Nux- 
hall, Jeffcoat (9) and Burgess. 
W - Nuxhall. L - Ellsworth. HRs: 
Cin-Bell (6).
Chicago ' 010 013 003—8 13 1
Cincinnati 300 000 021—6 7 1
Drnbowsky, Elston (9) and’ S. 
Taylor; Newcorribe, Acker (8) 
Jeffcoat (9) Purky (9) and Bai­
ley. W-Drabowsky. L - Jeffcoat.
ri hM o c i it   , |HRs: Chl-S. Taylor (3); Cln-Rob-
, L r I ilure <l u . u c . c .̂ ^̂^̂ <«. Crew. (5.
Lon Angeles 010 100 200— 4
leave St. Catharins Saturday for 
Montreal where it will join other 
Canadian athletes bound for the 
Games in Cardiff, Wales, next 
month.
SPARES NECESSARY
Frank Read, f o r m e r  UBC 
coach who acted as team man­
ager, said after Saturday’s races 
that the university crews would 
refuse to go to Wales unless they 
are allowed spare men.
Larry Stephan and Jon Poarce 
of Toronto Argonaut Rowing Club 
will compete in the double sculls 
while Tony Biernacki of Ottawa 
will compete in the singles sculls.
John Warren, UBC coach, will 
coach the team and Ted Nelson 
of St. Catharines, CAAO first 
vice-president, will be manager.
UBC, showing the same top 
rowing form that won for the 
eights a silver medal and for the 
fours a gold medal in the 1956 
Olympics at Melbourne, Ausr 
tralla, won both the eight and 
four events handily.
Winfield’s Don Arnold, the 
youth who stroked the fours to a 
gold medal last summer la the 
Melbourne Olympics, had to take 
over the stroke duties on Satur­
day in the eights, when Lome 
Loomer, regular stroke, was side­
lined with an infected foot, Arn­
old stroked the big eights crew to 
a four-length win over Hamilton’s 
Leander.
The UBC team will Include 
Lorne Loomer, Wayne P r e t t y ,  
Walt d’Hondt, Bill McKerlich, 
Archie MacKinnon, Don Arnold, 
Bob Wilson, Glen Mervyn and 
coxswain Tom Biln in the eights. 
In the four-rpan crew will be 
Glen Smith, Malcolm
. V . .u I a si li g gr r t t bou  fi l , i  is r l , 
Sunday, when they beat the Ver-^j^ short stop Buckner’s knee, | Ito doubled deep to the right 
non Clippers 5-2 in the city by the! giving Jablonskl 
Lake of Many Colors.
The Orioles' effort was marked 
by crisp hitting in their fourth- 
inning rally, with tight fielding 
throughout, including two double 
plays.
Jack Denbow, Orioles* stocky 
southpaw, went the distance for 
the winners, while Jim Staff start­
ed for the Clippers, relieved by 
Tony DeRosa in the fourth.
DeRosa, a southpaw who beat the 
Crioles in their last meeting, held 
them down to one run, a 360-foot 
homer by Bill Martino.
Frank Fritz sparked the first 
double, tagging MacDonald on the 
baseline and throwing Olynyk out 
al first. Hromi Ito set up the sec­
ond double, in the ninth, lobbing 
MacDonald’s ground ball to Fritz 
for the force-out on Toolcy and 
Fritz got it down fast to Radies, 
nailing MacDonald.
VERNON CRACKED ICE
Both clubs showed signs of feel­
ing the heat in the still, hot air, 
with the temperature hovering 
around 95 above, as they played 
through two scoreless innings be 
fore Vernon cracked the ice.
Olynyk smashed out a long hit 
to right field that Greg Jablonskl 
chased to the edge of the cinders 
and dropped when he lost balance.
Adams struck out and Olynyk 
moved to third. Staff doubled 
right of centre, bringing Olynyk 
in, and the next two batters re­
tired. ,
In their next turn at bat, the
Orioles came right back with 
their answer.
I Jablonski drove one through 
the second base hole, and made






















U.S. Group Woos 
WIHL - N o  Dice
TRAIL (CP) — An interested 
group from Spokane Is consid­
ering entering a team in this 
year’s Western International Hoc­
key League competition, league 
president Don Adam said here
Sunday. ■
The league was left with only 
three teams after the departure 
of the Spokane Flyers last week 
to join the professional Western 
Hockey League. _
Adam said the remaining WIHL 
teams—Trail. Rossland and Nel­
son-are  not enthusiastic about 
the new Spokane bid because it 
would increase operating costs.
He said the Spokane group is 
to confirm its offer today.
Sox Beat Macs, 
OBCs In
Just when the Detroit pitching 
staff was to be knighted for out­
standing service to the American 
League race, the Yankees woke 
up-
After scoring one run in 37 Inn­
ings against baffling Tiger pitch­
ing and losing seven straight to 
Detroit, the N e w  York club 
really cut loose Sunday with a 
16-hlt blast in a 15-0 rout.
Don Larsen had a two-hitter for 
his third shutout and sixth vic­
tory. After Billy Martin singled 
in the second, Larsen retired 16 
Tiger batters in succession be­
fore Gail Harris singled in the 
seventh.
The weekend wasn’t lost for 
the Tigers, who packed in an­
other good crowd of 46,300 while 
taking two out of three from the 
league leaders.
The Yanks, however, still are 
way out there, 8Vi games ahead 
of Kansas City. The Athletics 
topped Boston again 2-1 with the 
help of a game-saving catch by 
Hector Lopez on a drive by 
Jackie Jensen. Jack Urban out- 
pitched Tom Brewer in a tight 
battle, delayed by rain and 
tornado scare.
Cleveland broke out of a four- 
game losing streak by taking 
pair of one-run decisions from
Washington 4-3 and 1-0. Minnie 
Minoso hit a home run in each 
game, deciding the second in 
favor of Jim Grant over Hal 
Griggs.
Baltimore climbed out of the 
cellar when Billy O’Dell turned 
in another fine effort, a six-hit 
shutout of Chicago 2-0, his eighth 
victory. It was the first decision 
for the Orioles over the White 
Sox after nine defeats.
i  
av Martino out and end the rally, 
v/lth four runs for the Orioles. 
LONG HOMER
In the top of the seventh, Mar­
tino connected with DeRosa’,i 
second offering, rifling it high 
over the fence left of centre field, 
a feat not too often seen in Ver­
non’s Poison Park, with its long 
stretches.
In the bottom of the seventh, 
MacDonald got on due to a bobble 
by Ito, and Fritz wiped MacDon­
ald and Olynyk out on the next 
play, with a tag and a throw to 
first. DeRosa singled over sec­
ond, and Staff poked one through 
the short stop side, making 
son singled over first base, bring- 
things look bad for Denbow. Jclll- 
ing DeRosa in, and Denbow pick- 
ed Staff off at second base with 
a throw to Ito. ending the rally 
at one run.
The Clippers threatened again 
in the final frame, when Olynyk'a 
single and a bobble by Fritlz put 
two runners on, but Staff filed out 
to Campbell, ending the frame 
and the ball game.
The Orioles have one more 
game, next Wednesday’s twilight 
fixture at Elks Stadium against 
the Summerland Macs, before 
they go into their Dominion Day 
tournament on Sunday, ’They 
face the Macs in the second game 
of the tourney, following the Ver- 
non-Fairchild opener.
Line score:
Kelowna 000 400 100-5 10 4 
Vernon 001 000 100—2 7 3
SaPs Thirst For Revenge 
Worked Against The Braves
PENTICTON (CP) — Penticton 
defeated Summerland and Prince­
ton and Oliver split a double- 
header in , Okanagan Mainline 
Baseball league action Sunday. 
,..̂ 1 Al Richards hit a triple in the
.......... ...... ........  Turnbull, first inning as Dick Getz pitched
Dick McClure and John Madden. Penticton to a 6-4 victory.
Dave Halliwell and Larry Sta- Prinepton took the opener^from
pleton also of UBC are to go as'Oliver. 5-1, but Oliver roared 
spares. back to win the second game 13-2.
w L Pet. GBL
33 25 .569
34 29 .540 IVz
29 28 .508 3Vi
30 29 .508 ZVi
32 31 .508 m
31 34 .477 5M:
27 32 .458 6Vi
27 35 .435 8









Sal Maglie wasn’t kidding when 
he said “I’ll show ’em.’’
The 41 - year - old righthander 
was peeved when New York Yan­
kees shunted him to St. Louis 
June 14 to make room for a 39- 
year-old man (Virgil Trucks) 
When he left the Yankees he 
told reporters, “ I still think I can 
take a turn. . .I’m peeved. I’ll 
show ’em.”
Freddie Hutchinson, Sal’s new 
boss with the Cardinals, gave the 
Barber a starting chance Sunday 
against Milwaukee and was re-
Mounties' Lead Blown, 
Phoenix Hot On
9
Pittsburgh 000 000 100— 1 5 2 
Kipp. Kllpp.steln (6) and Plg- 
natano; Friend, Porterfield (5) 
Blackburn (6) Face (8) and 
Folles, Kravltz (8). W-Klpp. L- 
Frlqnd.
Los Angeles
000 000 020 1-3  10 2
Pittsburgh „ . '
001 001 000 0—2 5 0
Son Francisco „
000 200 110 000 01— 5 8 2 
Philadelphia  ̂ ,
000, 020 020 000 0 0 - 4 12 ! 
Monza,nt, Worthington (5) Gris 
son) (7) A n t o n o l l l  (0) and 
Schmidt; Morchend, Farrell (7) 
Hearn tO) Semproch (11) and 
Snwatskl, Lophtn (1). JV-Anto 
noUl. L -  Semproch. HRs: SF 
Schmidt (1) Kirkland (5) Pha- 
Anderson (9) Ashburn <2)-, ,
San Francisco 100 000—1 6 
Philadelphia 000 000-^ _ 2 
Gomez and Thomas; Roberts 
and Lopata.
American League 
Boston 00 JOO 000—1 7
Kansas City 100 000 Olx-2 9 
Brower and White, Berberct 
(4); Urban and Smith, HRs:'Bos 
Ilunnol.s (2); KC-Mariu (10
Pacific Coast LeaRiie
W L Pet. GBL 
Vancouver 43 27 .614 —
Phoenix 44 28 .011 — ,
San Diego 41 28 .51)4 1
Salt Lake City 37 31 .544 5
Portland 28 36 ,.433 12
Seattle 29 42 .m  m
Spokane 28 42 .400 15
Sacramento 25 41 .379 16
Phoenix swept a Pacific Coa.st 
League baseball doublehoadcr at 
Sacramento last night while Van­
couver split a pair at Portland 
to throw the pennant race into 
a virtual tie.'
The night's activities loft Phoe­
nix ahead of Vancouver in the 
win column but behind in the 
lost and only three points behind 
the Mounties, percentnfiowisc.
PhoenlJC took both gnmes at 
Sacramento 3-1 and 4-0 to make 
t live straight over the last place 
^ lons. 'Vancouver dropped tlio 
first game at Portland 6-3 but 
won the nightcap 6-4.
Sun Diego kept puce in the 
tight race only a giune back 
with a pair of shutout wins over 
the Spokane Indians, 4-0 and 3-0, 
Seattle split at Salt lake, los­
ing 4-3 ami winning B-2 but with 
Spokime's double loss tnoved a 
half game ahead of the Indlan.s 
into seventh place, \
Sacramento righthander \Dud 
Watkins was the hardluck guy 
of the series with the (Jlants. In 
t h e  nightcap, Watkin.s carno
The Rutland Rovers snapped 
off Club 13’s undefeated streak 
at six, edging the defending city 
softball champs 9-8 in an 11-in-
nlng thriller in King’s Park last 
night. , „  ,
Playing-coach Earl Fortney 
had a good night on the mound 
for the winners, allowing nine 
v/alks and ten hits, one of them 
a two-run homer by Pete Wen- 
inger.
Lorne Gauley went all the way 
for the losers, allowing nine hits 
and holding the Rovers down to 
three walks. ' „
Tony Senger and Dave Dullk 
were the Rovers’ big hitters, 
Senger getting two doubles and
within two outs of a no-hitter,
then Phoenix scored four un-, , ,
earned runs in the ninth to pull Dulik one. Norbert Korthals tock 
the game out of the fire ' • -  - - ..............
Hal Woodeschick a n d  Bob 
Alexander pitched the shutouts 
for San Diego against Spokane.
At Portland, veteran Luis Mar­
quez hit a pinchhit homei* with 
the bases loaded in the eighth 
inning to give Ifto Beavers the 
initial victory.
Vancouver took the nightcap, 
5-4 on Barry Shetronc's homer 
in the seventh.
A fi.st fight marked the open­
ing game at Salt Lake City when 
Al Fcdcroff slid hard into Salt 
Luke third baseman Ken Tooth- 
man. Both teams poured onto the 
field ns tho fists flew.
ed up a double for Club 13. Pete 
Wenlnger’s homer was the Club’s 
big hit.
Club 13 picked up the only 
double play, Jackie Howard to 
Pete Luknowsky, but the champs 
were generally not too crisp in 
the field; racking up a total of 
seven errors, to the Rovers' four. 
FOUR-RUN INNING
Hugh Stewart led off in the 
second inning for the Rovers with 
a single, and two more singles, 
coupled with three Club 13 errors, 
spelt a four-run inning for Rut 
land. • .
Pete Wenlngcr replied with a 
slpgle in the bottom of the sec-
ond, but the best the Club could 
do was one run. •
In the bottom of the second, 
Wayne Hicks singled, and Pete 
Weninger drove him in with a 
circuit clout to make the score 
4-3 for the Rovers.
A walk, two errors and a single 
added up to two more runs for 
the Rovers in the top of the fifth.
Club 13 made their bid to over­
come the three-run deficit in the 
sixth, two singles, three walks 
and two errors adding up to 
four runs and setting them ahead 
7-6.
Rovers tied it up in the eighth 
on doubles by Senger and Stewart, 
and the game went into extra 
innings. , , .
The Rovers broke the tie in the 
11th, with Dulik and Kelly Slater 
scoring.
The best tho Club could muster 
was one run, on two walks and 
a double.
Tonight, the Ccntchniais and 
Blue Cjips tangle in another 
men’s league fixture.
Line score:
Rovers 040 020 010 02—9 9 4 
Club 13 102 004 000 Ol-iS 10
warded with a 2-1 victory over 
the league-leaders.
Maglie showed signs of weari­
ness in the sixth and seventh so 
Hutch sent up Irv Noren to bat 
for him in the eighth inning. 
Larry Jackson retired the last 
six Braves in a row.
LEAD TRIMMED 
The defeat cut the Braves’ Na­
tional League lead to 114! games 
as San Francisco outlasted the 
Phillies 5-4 in 14 Innings on a 
homer by Willie Kirkland. The 
Giants a l s o  led their second 
game 1-0 when it was suspended 
in the sixth by the Sunday cur­
few. It will be completed later.
As a result of the Sunday ac­
tion there was a virtual triple 
deadlock heat for third place 
with Cincinnati, St. Louis, and 
Pittsburgh e a c h 3>/4 games be­
hind the Braves and separated 
by only one percentage point.
Cincinnati split with Chicago, 
winning the first on Gus Bell’s 
grand slam homer 6-2. The Cubs 
staged a three-run rally In the 
ninth to take the second game 
8-6.
Steve Bilko and Johnny Klipp- 
stein, two recently acquired Los 
Angeles Dodgers, helped the cel­
lar team win a doubleheader 
from Pittsburgh 4 - 1 and 3 - 2. 
Kllppstein’s relief work saved 
the first game. Bllko’s 10th in­
ning pinch single scored Joe Pig- 












By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
. .BatOngi Hector Eopez, Kansas 
r i tv  AUilcttcs—isavifcd game with 
Sreat catch on Jackie Jensen’s
tie with run - scoring 
'aamc lAalrtfi far M
victory over Boston ,
ritoWpit* Maglie, St.
OinBiuSMU.'-ycar-old New \o rk
Yankee castoff beat National 
UmRue'leading Milwaukefc Brave 




Irricallon Ditlwii at®. 
BKNVOiniJN B-R. No. |
02-M-Mo
STORE FURS NOW
•  Now Is Iho roost (Jangcrous llmo lor your fiiri 
because^ —
•  Moths and Summer Heat BOTH |oln forcct to 
n)in them!
•  Wc’vc got the Largest Refrigerated foir Storage 
In the Interior! Call us!
^  C ! IL A  CLEANERS, TAILORS
k j C I w l  *  f u r r ie r s  l t d .
ilR Bf^RNARD / PHONE 2701
C/iooM your* Iro"* C.C.M, to n i ly




u n i t i i
1 This advertisement is not pui’l>*l’ctl or displayed bv (be Liquor 
Control Hoard or by ibc Government, oi DritisU ColumDia.
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Believers in Consistent 
Newspaper Adveitising. . .
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR
r/OTBA^CE^AGENW
tl8 Bernard Ave.. Radio Bulldinf 
Phone 2848







We would like to add our testimony as to the value 
of advertising in The Daily Courier.
0 . ,  „ ,g .n k a .»  .s  « e .l E a fk  .« J  '" “ ranee A , e *  
y  ieve in consistent newspaper atlvertisig.
U s t , .a .a n d u p t . t h e p r e s .n t t in ,e t h is , . . r . r « a - .
kapp, to say opr sales t a e  increased d .e  to planned
estate ads.
You can be assured of our continued support.
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR,
Real Estate and Insurance Agents.
It Is no accident that the progressive Realtors, like Johnston & Taylor, subscribe to the theory that buslnesi 
success depends a lot on consistent, intelligent newspaper advertising.
Look around you . . .  the leaders in their field are ALL consistent newspaper udvcitEas.
Once Again...
A LIVE BUSINESS PROVES 
THAT NEWSPAPER IS THE 
ONE AND ONLY W A Y  TO S-E-L-U 
REAL ESTATE AND SERVICE
No Other media can influence like newspapers . . . for it is the only media that has a sales message, 
surrounded by live news, that lives and lives and lives . . .  to be read at the prospective cuslomer’i 
convenience.
There is only ONE newspaper in Kelowna . . . The Dally Courier.
Large -  or sm all- all merchants




Is th e  RESULT n u m b e r . . . i t  w ill 
Bring a Tra ined  Professional A dm an  
to  h e lp  you  m erchandise
The original is in our fiics 
and may be seen on request]
GROWING W ITH OUR C IT Y ...
\
rv.'i
REAL ISTATE AND INSURANGE AGENTS
\ '
\
If it's Good for C ourier is for it!
HITHER AND YON
FOOTHILLS VISITORS . . . 
Mr .and Mrs. Ralph Oslund of 
Calgary, Alta., are spending a 
ftw days with the former’s par-j 
tnts, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Os-1 
land before travelling on to tiie' 
coast. They plan to return homej 
vifi the U n it^  States. |
LEAVING TODAY . . .  for j 
Elngland are Mr. and Mrs. H. B.i 
Earle, with Marion. Kathleen and 
Steven.
DR. AND MRS. C. B. HEN­
DERSON . . .  and family leave 
today for Toronto, where Dr. 
Henderson will take two years 
post-graduate study in pediatrics
at the Sick Children’s Hospital 
They plan to return to Kelowna 
at the conclusion of this work.
GIRLS LEAD t
ESHER. England (CP>-Of 5351 
children tested for safe -cycling in | 
this Surrey town only tw o—both I 
girls—gained maximum marks. I
MISS A. SCOTT of Bowl-
CAPABLE DRIVER
1N\'ERMERE. B. C. <CP)— 
Mrs. Alexander Falconer, 46. is a 
five foot, three inch, grandmother 
weighing 107 pounds. She is also§ a ti • m « ^  ̂ • • v.' - W V **** O a V V ^
ing, Scotland, and Miss M. B e t t s d r i v e r  of a full-size school 
from Hampstead Norris, Eng-ijj^j 
land are visitors in Kelowna,*, 
guests of Mrs. W. H. H. McDou- 
gaU.
I WILL VISIT ENGLAND . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Raybould 
left at the weekend for New York 
on ’”rhe Canadian” where they 
will sail for England. 'They plan 
to spend three months abroad and 
will return by way of the Panama 
Canal, sailing from Genoa, Italy.
*
In M oscow  Department Store 
Red Shoes Show High Heels
ALICE WINSBY Women’s Editor
MON., JUNE 23, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER g
BEACH BALLOON BLOUSE
Busy lODE Prexy 
Keen Lawn Bowler
By ROY ESSOYAN ! see one whole window display of
MOSCOW (AP> — High heels Uicm. two to three inches high, 
have come to Moscow. Y’ou can at GUM department store on Red
---------Square.
But a one - man survey indi­
cates that few Moscow women 
actually wear tliem. An after­
noon’s walk in downtown Mos 
cow disclosed one. An evening 
stroll netted three.
Meanwhile. GUM’s window dis­
play is packed three deep with
By TRACY ADRIAN
Something new at the seashore 
is this beach balloon over­
blouse to be worn with short 
shorts or over a bathing suit. 
To keep play clothes right up
to date, this topper has the 
latest silhouette. It is of daz­
zling white cotton with licorice 
buttons and red and black 
rickrack braid. Sleeveless, it 
ha as a drawstring button and 
a rounded neck.
How Much Help Can You Give 
Child W ith Spelling Problem?
By GARRY CLEVELAND 
MYERS, Ph.D.
Often a mother will write of 
a child in the grades who can 
spell every word of an assign­
ment a t home, but who will miss 
many of them the same day at 
school.
There may be one or several 
reasons for this.
The child may spell the words 
orally at home but have to write 
them at school. He may have 
handwriting difficulty or may 
not be able to write them fast 
enough. In his haste he is.more 
likely to spell them incorrectly.
It’s well, therefore, to hscerr 
tain how his words are to be 
spelled at school. W iir they be 
pronounced as single words? 
Will each word appear in a dic­
tated sentence? Practice your 
child at home in the way he will 
have to do at school.
If he writes slowly or very 
poorly, give him some help in 
handwriting, as suggested in my 
bulletin. "Home Helps in Hand­
writing.” .
Maybe at home your child 
studies the assigned list of spell­
ing words in the order they ap­
pear on a sheet of paper or in 
his spelling book. Perhaps you 
pronounce the words in this or­
der for him to spell them at
home. , .
When he was in the fourth 
grades our eldest son said: 
‘‘Daddy, 1 can spell all my 
words. Here they are. Try me.” 
There were only six of them.
I pronounced the last word on 
the list and he spelled the first 
one. Then I pronounced the third 
word and he spelled the second 
one.
He said: "Daddy, you don’t do 
it right.”
He meant I should pronounce 
them in the order he had learn­
ed them. Apparently, he had not 
pronounced each word as he 
studied it, but learned by heart 
the letters of the first words, the 
second, and so on.
In hearing your child spell his 
list of words, find out how hef 
studies them.
One good way is, to print each 
word' -p lain ly-^ -a -single card 
and urge him to study this word 
till he knows its spelling before 
going to another. — _
Be sure he practices pronounc­
ing the word each time before 
spKjlling it while looking at this 
word. As he reviews them, have 
him shuffle the cards so that he 
does not practice on them in any 
fixed order.
(My bulletins, “Home Helps 
for Poor Spellers” and "Home 
Helps in Handwriting,” may be 
had by sending a self-addressed 
U.S. stamped envelope to me in 
care of this  ̂newspaper.) 
ANSWERING PARENTS’ 
QUESTIONS
Q. Our son, 6, is not getting on 
well at school. His teacher con­
sistently reminds him of how 
well his oldler brother did when 
he was in her room.
A. Entreat that teacher to stop 
making such cruel comparisons.
by EDNA USHER 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
TORONTO (CP) — Mrs. A. K. 
Richardson is one of the busiest 
women in voluntary work in Can­
ada. She was re-elected president 
of the Imperial Order Daughters 
of the Empire at the organiza­
tion's annual meeting in Halifax 
recently.
Mrs. Richardson ioined the or­
der. as a time - filling activity 
when she married and regulations 
at the time made her quit her 
teaching job.
Now she is playing a bigger 
part in education than she could 
have done as a teacher.
BUSY EXECUTIVE 
A smartly - dressed woman in 
her 50s. Mrs. Richardson heads 
an organization that spends $260,- 
000 a year on education and 
some $500,000 on charitable work 
generally.
From a stay-at-horne house­
wife, she has become widely trav­
elled, having toured Canada 12 
times on lODE business.
“I can safely say 1 am  not just 
filling' in time with the order 
now— it is almost a full-time jbb 
for me,” said Mrs. Richardson.
She began her lODE career in 
a Toronto chapter, became re- 
life member
Though she is national chief of 
the organization, she must still 
belong to a local group.
"Whenever my chapter holds a 
tea or meeting I always try to 
be there,” she said. "The fact 
that I hold a high position in the 
order doesn’t mean my col­
leagues refuse my help with the 
washing up.”
Before her election to the na­
tional executive, Mrs. Richardson 
was a member of the Toronto 
Municipal Chapter, chiefly an ad­
ministrative group responsible for 
co-ordinating the work of the 99 
lODE chapters in Toronto. She 
was successively treasurer, vice- 
president and regent of Municipal 
Chapter.
In 1943 she became a member 
of the national executive, was ap­
pointed vice-president in 1950 and 
last year was elected president.
Her job i n c l u d e s  attending 
monthly meetings of the 140- 
strong national executive and be­
ing present at lODE headquarters 
here at least four times a week.
Though her lODE work must 
be coupled with looking after her 
dental surgeon husband, Mrs. 
Richardson still finds time to be 
a keen lawn bowler and alley 
bowler.




Time was when a. handbag 
from abroad was treasured 
over any home-grown variety 
Nowadays, we find visitors here 
from all over the world adniir- 
ing and buying our beautiful 
American handbags. 'The bag 




Contestants Bid For 
Big Prizes; Judges 
Needled By Nerves
By DOROTHY ROE
NEW YORK lAP) — If a wave 
of nervous breakdowns develops 
among fashion designers and edi­
tors soon, blame the numerous 
home sewing and student design 
contests around the United States 
and Canada, which pay off in as­
tronomical fieures.
Nowadays the best ways for a 
woman to get rich quick are to 
enter a television quiz program 
or a baking or sewing contc.st— 
and as the prizes grow bigger, 
so does the nervousness of the 
judges.
Hannah Troy, New York dress 
designer who acted as a judge in 
the recent $125,(X)0 “sew-off,” in 
which several Canadian women 
collected prizes, was practically 
in a state of collapse as she con­
gratulated the grand prize win­
ner, Mrs. Paul Edward Bell of 
Lakewood. Ohio.
"I didn’t sleep a wink all 
night,” confided Mrs. Troy after­
ward. "Just imagine, having to 
pick one contestant to win all 
that money! All three judges 
agreed that this was the best out­
fit from every standpoint — fa­
shion, suitability to the model 
and craftsmanship. But still, it’s 
a great responsibility. I think it’s 
harder on the judges than the 
contestants."
I could sympathize, for a few 
days before I had been one of 
three judges of a “young home-! 
maker” sewing contest, which 
paid off with a $5,000 first prize.
Faced with racks of dresses, 
suits and coats which had won 
regional contests before being 
sent to New York, all three of 
Lis had an atack of stage fright. 
, , iWhat if we were influenced by
Shopping for shorts? Here’s personal taste? What if we over­
trend. It is richly fanciful, yet 
eminently practical. Crystal 
clear vinyl (that cleans with a 
damp cloth) protects the un­
derlay of interwoven fine satin 
stripes. 'The non-tarnishablc gilt 
frame is rhinestone accented 
and the lining is of the lush 
satin.
sidewalk gawkers. as the store’s 
window displays usually arc.
"How lovely,” says one young 
girl, "how stylish.”
"How absuurd,” says a woman 
beside her.
A couple walks up.
"Look at that." says the boy. 
“ they aren’t ours, are they? 
Must be imiwrtcd.” 
i A middle - aged woman ex­
plodes;
"How on e a r t h  can anyone 
walk on those things"
A teen-ager beside her sighs: 
"They m u s t  be the latest 
thing.”
MORE LIPSTICK
There is more lipstick In evi­
dence now than there w’as  ̂two 
years ago. more color in* wo­
men’s clothes and even some­
thing resembling style in some of 
them. Smart clothes aren’t de­
nounced as capitalist de(:adcnce 
as much as they used to be. ■
The women’s shoo department 
at GUM s h o w s  some improve­
ment over n year ago. Now there 
are .some benches where you can 
sit down and try your shoes on 
before you buy them.
There are a dozen varieties of 
low-heel shoes, unattractive but 
solid. There arc no high heels in
sight. „ ,
"What high heels?” the sales­
girl asks when you finally get to
her. . , j.
“The ones in the window dis­
play downstairs.” you persist.
"Ah,” she says with a myster­
ious smile, "that’s upstairs, in 
the shoe.s-to-order department.
So you go up another flight of 
stciirst
A sign on the door says the 
shoes - to - order department is 
closed and that it is open only 
on certain hours of certain days. 
It doesn’t say what those hours 
or days are. ______
Limb Length Lingo 
For Short Shopper
gent, and now is a ---------- - ----  -7
of the Margaret Carman Eaton l^H^es singles m lawn bowling in
chapter in the city. '1^56
Ge'ntenarian Surprise(J By "Fuss' 
Her First Novel Has Stirred Up
EDINBURGH, Scotland (Reu­
ters) — Miss Marion Jones sip­
ped her tea today in her tiny 
parlor and wondered why a . wo­
man 100 years old cannot write 
a first novel without people mak­
ing such a fuss.
It was all simple enough, she 
said, smiling happily. In her girl­
hood she began to write down her 
private ■ thoughts on a handy en­
velope, a scrap of paper, or a 
notebook.
Through her teens she kept the 
habit and thought it a pity to end 
the record when she began run
Time More Important Than Place 
When Bitten By Snake In India
CALGARY (CP) — Miss Irene 
Ashley says that whenever a per­
son was bitten by a snake in the 
tiny village in India where she 
spent five years, the first ques­
tion was: . .
“What time did the snake bite
you ■}"
WIFE PRESERVERS
t Now 00 «jro do-H-
fyounoHUt* wWth «wblo y«» »• 
lodkoidii. tn(»|»boli. oh.. In trow* 
«n«nt |ilo»lk to Mop lhom from 
MllfaiaamlloaHAfl.
ning a private school. If friends cal. 
asked why she was scribbling 
away, she answered; “I’m put­
ting something by for my old 
age.”
80.000 WORDS LONG
For nearly 90 years she kept 
her private diary, but there was 
never time to do much about it. 
Then, when she was 95, she fell 
down and broke a leg.
While she waited for the broken 
bone to knot, she distilled the c.s- 
scncc of n e a r l y  a century’s 
thought into 30,000 words of old 
fashioned copper-plate handwrit- 
ing. , . . jFrom those 30,000 words, aided 
by her memory and Imagination, 
she wrote a book 80,000 words 
long, and Sent it off to a young 
man she had heard was a promis­
ing writer. Sir Philip Gibbs, war 
correspondent. and author.
Gibbs, now 81, was surprised 
when he read the covering letter 
beginning "I am 100 years old.’' 
"What an Inspiration," he com­
mented, "to young novelists like 
myself.” , '
NOT AUTOBIOORAPIIICAI 
He wrote to tell Miss Jones
Jones said. "What happens to the 
book depends entirely on Sir 
Philip.”
Miss Jones is now physically 
frail but is still mentally alert. 
She wears thick-lensed glasses to 
write and read.
The white-haired lady would 
not say much about the book. 
"Sir Philip can do what he likes 
about it,” she said,' “including 
putting it in the waste - paper 
basket.”
She doesn’t want to say what 
the book is about but insists it 
is "certainly not autobiographi-
The question, and the answer,^ 
were quite important because! 
they would determine the serum 
to be vised.
It seems that different kinds of 
snakes have their own particular 
times for travelling.
Mis.s Ashley, a missionary for 
Apostolic Church of the Pente 
cost, svicnt five years on the west 
coast of South India.
CONSIDERED CLEAN 
The village, 32 miles from Co­
chin on the southwest coast, had 
one narrow main street and was 
"far from moddrn."
Most of the small houses were 
made of mud and stone with 
matched roofs of braided grass 
and bananq leaves.
The floors were dirt - covered 
with cow dung, wetted dovn̂ ti, 
smoothed to a ccment-Iike surf­
ace and allowed to dry.' , ,  , , . that he had not yet rend enough
"The.y were considered to bo judgment, but
very clean, .said Miss Ashley
Kelowna BP Women 
Enjoy Picnic Meeting
Members of the Kelowna Busi­
ness and Professional Women’s 
Club concluded a successful sea­
son by enjoying an informal pic­
nic in the grounds of Wood’s Lake 
Lodge last Wednesdiiy after 
noon.
Guest of honor was Miss Irene 
Skublak, successful candidate for 
the scholarship awardc(l by the 
B. and P. Club at the recent high 
school graduation. Miss Skubiak 
plans to continue her studies at 
UBC.
The president, Mrs. G. D. Her­
bert, spoke briefly on the pro­
gram carried out at the provin­
cial convention held last May at 
Plnewoods, and attended by dele­
gates from every B. and P. W. 
dub in British Columbia, while 
a vivid and witty description of 
the llghtcv side of the convention 
was given by Mrs. Bertha Pranz.
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
P h o n e  y o u r  c a rr ie r  first
Then if your Courier is not 
delivered by 7.00 p.m.
JUST TELEPHONE
RUDY'S TAXI 
2 6 1 0
And a copy will be 
despatched* to you at onoc
IWs hkcIaI deliYcry wnrle* 
is Rvallable hlghlly belwccn 
7t00 p.w» Rfrd 7i30 p.WL
And they were soft to sleep 
on . . . and of course they put 
on fresh cow dung every year.’ 
i;hc farmers make their living 
by growing rice in plots not 
much larger than a small gar­
den and by raising a few cnttlo 
which are allowed to roam at 
large. Beef was not eaten by the 
missionaries because It was cov­
ered with dirt and masses of 
flics. .
"occnslonhlly we ate mutton 
which was really plain old goat." 
she said, "but, mostly we ate 
chicken which we could kill our- 
sclvc.s.”
Vegetables eaten raw were first 
washed in a solution of potn.sslum 
permanganate and then rinsed 
with boiled and filtered water,. 
Sometimes food to be' cooked was 
given the same ireatrneni.
TlelUng of her arrival In Cal 
gary for a year’s stay with her 
parents, Miss Ashley said: "When 
I saw the streams of cars tearing 
by, all on lh« wrong side since 
I’d grown accustomed to left-lane 
driving* I, Just felt plain scared*"
Miss Ashley, liorn an() educated 
In Calgary, went to India in 1953.
1 Except for sortie time at a Bible 
'(ToUege at Victoria. B.C.. she hkd 
never been outside Alberta.
to deliver a firm judg ent, but 
found the work had charm and 
w.".! "startlingly outspoken” In
"I shall write no m ore,’ Miss
NEEDED HEAT
HULL, England (CP)—Central 
heating was switched on again at 
.some schools in this York.shlre 
city In the middle of June. Tem­




MONTREAL (CP) — Modern 
living has not affected the graci­
ous ways of women in the south- 
,ern United States, say Mrs. 
Murray F. Witichen, prsident of 
cup for United Daughters of the Con­
federacy. .
Women’of the South have re 
tained the charm of the Old 
South. It has been kept alive in 
the homes and passed down 
through the generations from 
mother to daughter,” said Mrs. 
Witichen, from Coral Gables,
Fla. ^
“But southern women have 
changed .with the times in many 
ways. I t is just as natural for 
them to follow careers now as it 
is for women in any other part 
of North America.”
PRACTICAL SIDE 
She said southern women have 
always had a "practical" side to 
their nature and have macle 
many contributions to progress in
the U.S. -it,
A tall, dark woman with a 
quick smile. Mrs. Wittichen was 
here recently with a delegation 
from her organization to unveil 
a p l a q u e  commommoratlng 
Montreal’s hospitality some 90 
years ago to Jefferson Davis, 
president of t h e  Confederate 
States of America from 1861 to
1865. , ,
Davis sought refuge In 1867 at 
the close of the U.S. Civil War 
and was a guest at the home of 
John Lovell. The plaque has been 
placed on the wall of a mid-town 
building, where Lovell’s home 
once stood.
John Lovell Baker, grandson of 
Davis’ benelactor; and John Lo­
vell, his great-grandson, attended 
the unveiling providing a link 
with the past.
"President Davis had n great 
many friends in the North," said 
Mrs. Wittichen, the former Kath­
ryn Slaughter. Her family was 
among the first white setlers of 
Virginia.
"But this tablet is the first our 
group has placed in Canada and 
we are proud of the tie. We have 
built a great many monuments to 
Confederate h e r o e s  throughout 
the U.S,” , , ■ ,
While here, Mrs. Wittichen took 
time off to purchase eight now 
hats, "The hats arc rather a 
hobby of mine,” she smiled. 
"Tliey'rc for my morale.”
your cue—short shorts, brief as 
can be; regulation, a little long­
er; Jamaica, several inches above 
the knee; Bermuda, a trifle long­
er, but still showing the knee; 
Portuguese fishermen, just be­
low the knee; pedal pushers tap­
ering to iust below the calf.These 
now have a new name—"Clam
looked some important detail? 
The other two judges were Elo- 
ise Johnson, Chicago homh econ­
omist and sewing expert, and 
Virginia Steele, an-editor of ,Ma 
demoiselle magazine.
Each outfit was graded on fa­
shion, suitability of fabric, trim­
mings, finish, sewing techniqueIIUW 410 VC O li  TV Alwzxte • -- -----F . w ,






IN THE BUSY BLOCK 
ON BERNARD AVE., 
NEXT TO SUPER-VALTJ
Y O U .
Owe it T o -
FAMILY and
Take
* * 5 1
POOR SEATING 1 
COLCHESTER. England (CP) 
Tlie medical officer of health in 
this Essex town says that unsuit­
able school furniture is often rc- 
s|)onslblc for pupils’ bad posture.
"Oo! WeMi •**
always at tha bottom.'*
Wateb (or Our Weekend
REI> HOT SPECIALS
Every Thartday li# the Courier
S &  S, T V
CENTRE AND APPLIANCra 





6  fo r  5 5 c
11 fo r  $ 1 .0 0
DHIRV
QUBIN
r n o N E  >111
■ / ' i
GIVE YOUR 
SHIRTS
The nest of Core




m s  ELLIS PHONE ZZftS
SHOTS
★  Because most school children have been inoculated, Ih# 
recommended age group Is 17 to 40, but all ages welcome*
A 5 to 6 doctors and nurses on hand.
It  only costs you $1 .00  a shpt
Take Advantage of Inoculations
CLINIC OPEN
W ed., June 2$
2 p.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Heahh Cienlire
W ed., July 9
Clin ic  OPEN
2 p.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m*
This Message Co^irtesr of! /
KE14IWNA KINSMEN CLUB -  K»'«'«'VNA M E D I ^  HOCIETY 
THE BriUTII OKANAGAN HEALTH UNIT
BUILDI f tl- AND REMODELLING NEWS
A Weekly Page Devoted To Home Buying, Building And Improving
Keep flies and insects out of your home this 
•ummer \sith our long lasting, hard wearing screens.
We have screens of all tv pcs . . . all sizes. Cut 
to size or made up as doors and windows. Aluminum 
screens specially made for Pierson windows.
HKL.P KKFP COOI. with Filon colored plastic 
panels . . . ideal for awnings or car ports.
When you think of screens, think of
Wm. HAUG & Son
1335 WAIER S r . PHONF. 2023 and 2066
W h y  SIM M ER this SUM M ER?
With a home-size air conditioning system, 
you can make your own weather . . . and enjoy cool comfort all summer 
long. Let us instal a DAY A NIGHT AIR CONDITIONER to your home.
, W IGHTMAN PLUMBING and HEATING
256 LAWRENCE AVE. PHONE 3122
yotw/
A complete range of attractive colors and patterns. Heatproof . . . 
Durable . . . Easy-to-Clean. Suitable for Counter Tops -»A 
Kitchen Tables, Fumitur.e,-Walls,-etc— ....... ........ . . / vC  persq. ft.
FLOR-LAY SERVICES LTD.
The mo«t completely stocked floor furni.shing store in tha Interior 
524 BERNARD X Y T L  PHON"E 3356
MODERN LIVING NEEDS MODERN WIRING
Question:
i i s  C A N  YOUR W IR IN G
D O  T H E  J O B ?
Ask yourself: Can you expect a wiring 
system intended for yesterday's limited 
number of appliances to carry today's much 
heavier load, llcticr get tlic answer. We'll 
help you.
GET FREE ESTIMATE FROM
, , M. R. lOYST
: H I F C r U l L A L  C O N I K A C  l t ) R  
R08 GLEN WOOD AYR.
r •-'•V,
--------  . --------" r ip '
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FIRST AID TO 
AILING HOUSE
Bt ROGER C. WHITMAN
(4
DOOMk4 r • <« r
Plane No. 1440—This is a dandy 
no-basement home for the av­
erage family. It has three bed­
rooms and a den—or a nursery 
if you prefer. U-shaped kit­
chen has a nice utility area, 
and the dining room is adjacent 
for family dining. See the large 
storage area in the main part 
of the house, in addition to the 
storage at the back of the 
double carport. An attractive 
entry leads into a small ent­
rance hall and thence into the
m  waixHu amet *uh suvia
t .OOR kU'. k ..i r.rui tAR POU I WC«Ait
living room with the outside 
wall fireplace. The double car­
port could be ,used as a play 
area for the kiddies on rainy 
days. Working drawings of this 
house, designed for NHA ap­
proval, are available from the 
Building Centre (B.C.) Ltd. 
1240 W. Broadway, Vancouver 
9. Write for our plan book. 
“Select Home Designs", whiph 
contains many other designs 
for NHA approval. Send 25c to 





Enclosed please find 25 cents for which send me 
booklet “Select Home Designs.”
NAME.................................. ......... .............. ............ .....
ADDRESS................. .................. .................................
HEATING COIL remove from the fire and allow
QUESTION: Will you suggesWhe-coil to-^gnd in the solution 
a method to clean out a copperovernight. Rin?e *horoughly and 
water heater coil? allow to dry; then try tapping it
ANSWER: Try boiling the coilwith a wooden mallet. This may 
in a solution of vinegar, usinghelp loosen the scale, which you 
about a cupful in each gallon of could then force through with a 
water. After ten minutes or so,piece of wire.
ROUGH PL,\STER W.\LLS
QUESTION; We do not like the 
rough finish on our living-room 
valis. Ls there any way to smooth , 
the plaster before repainting.
ANSWER; If the texture is very 
rought, rub down the surfaces 
with a jx)rtable electric sander 
or coarse sandpaper wrapped 
».round a block of wood, then 
v.'ipe off the dust. Any remaining 
slight indentations can be filled 
with spackle applied with a 
trowel. Instructions on mixing the 
soncklc will be found on the box. 
STICKY SE.VTS 
QUESTION: We shellacked
some living-room chairs. The 
finish seems dry, but when one 
sits down on the chairs, clothing 
adheres. What is the cause and 
how can it be remedied.
ANSWER: Probably you were 
sold a poor quality of shellac or 
old shellac. The best solution is 
to remove the present finish with 
denatured alcohol. Apply the al­
cohol liberally and when the shel­
lac softens, wipe it off with some 
coarse cloths, or fine "000” steel 
wool dampened well with more 
denatured alcohol. Refinish with 
a pure, fresh shellac made by 
one of the wel-known paint manu­
facturers.
URNS CRACK
QUESTION; We left our con­
crete flower urns outdoors and 
they cracked during the cold 
weather. How can they be pro­
tected?
ANSWER: If the urns contain 
plants and earth, drill several 
small diameter holes (using a 
high speed electric drill) in the 
bottoms, to permit excess water 
to drain off. If there is no plant­
ing or earth in the urns, cover 
them with a piece of plastic 
sheeting. It is very difficult to 
protect against cracking, if the 
exposed urns are filled with earth 
soaked by rain or melted snow. 
I doubt if even steel baling strips, 
or tight wrapping with heavy wire 
v/ould be 100 per cent effective. 
Almost burying entire urn in hay 
and covering with burlap, would 
p rob^ly  be best bet.
Largest of Canadian spruce 
trees, the Sitka spruce of British 





WE'LL DELIVER RIGHT ON TIME 
RADIO DISPATCHED TRUCKS
V A L L E Y  O F F E R S
To the Builder and Contractor of 
this District
MODERN EQUIPMENT











P H O N E
2 4 2 2
FHONF 2205
BUILDING MATERIALS LTD
1095 ELLIS ST. PHONE 242?
BARBECUES:
M(xicl witli copper colored 
hofld and leg.s, whecl.s, 
battery operated 3 9
Small Braziers for Q QC
the bench. Only ___  0 * 7 3
Many more type.s, in all price 
ranges i plu.s eharconl, lighter 
fluid and all' barbecue ac­
cessories,
COLEMAN
“Wc do a fine 
inside job.”
f y . i
2-nurner t’amp . I Q  QC 
Sunes, from ' ' / • Y J
YOU AMV.WS 
DO BETI FR AT
See US fo r a i l  C am p in g  Equipm ent
f
\ , I
Hardnare —̂ Appliances - r  I iirniiiirr ■ ■■China —• Music 
\ . ' ' ' Flcctrii'id —‘Tcl(*\iMon‘ ,





H. H. ENNS, Building Contractor
, An apparent newcomer to Kelowna, has onl.v been 
building in the District for the past two years, but already 
has made a very favourable impression with the qualities 
of his trade.
Specialising in residential building he is now com­
pleting a fine home on the corner of Pandosy and Burnc.
Previous experience for nine years on the coast on 
commercial construction, moved with his family to the 
Valley for health reasons, has now taken up permanent 
residence here . . .
You will never regret taking your building plans to 
GLENMORE ROAD. R.R. 1 PHONE 8719
This ’nformation service sponsored by the
READY-MIX CONCRETE AND BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
BENTALL’S LTD.
1131 ELLIS ST. PHONE 2211
RENT A SPRAY GUN
Due to public demand wc have for customer rental 
A WEBSTER MODEL “J”
’/2 H.P. SPRAY UNIT
Suitable for any job — ROX.MONE attachments availablfl 
Rental charge, $4.50 per day, plus $10.00 deposit
Yet another customer service from
TREADGOLD s'uPPLY LTD.
1619 PENDOZI ST. PHONE 2134
Easy to Store — Comfortable to Use 
FOLDING LAWN CHAIRS
Thc^best lawn chair made. Our own de.sign. Folds into compact .size for 
storage. Comfortable shaped slatted seat and back. Made from selected wood. 
Wide arm rest flared to hold plate or glass.
These are properly shaped and made pieces of garden furniture not a 
packing crate creation. A reasonable price for the quality obtained.
KELOWNA MIILWORK LTD.





FOR THOSE WHO WANT 





n i  HN A'CK 
Per you—PAYNE has designed and built 
the world's finest lorccd air heating equip­
ment—a masterpiece of comfort, safety 
and efficiency, economical operation, the 
Imperial PAYNK has no peer. It is the 
unmistakable mark of the truy designed 
home.
B B E a m A A & S HEATING
631 HARVEY A\ F. PHONE 46.39
FULL MARKS
For Smart Appearance
D O N N A G O N A
Rooms finished with Donnneona inr 
sulaiing board bring “full marks" fdr 
smart appearance.
DONNACONA insulating board and 
DONNACONA decorative specialties 
beautify your home and save fuel at 
the same time . . . ,
licpaomical and Attractive
TtW' new construction or renovating 
DO.NNACONA Insulating Board
Interior Builders M arket Ltd.
■\
Vrmon Road Kelovma 3236
•  SCREENS
•  GENERAL MIILWORK
•  W p O W S  & FRAMES 
•IN TER IO R
R EM O O piNG
•  BOATS BUILT TO 
YOUR PLANS
•  BOATS REPAIRED. . .  
REMODELLED
HARVEY'S
(A BINE 1 .SHOP
for all (Inmrello and rom m orrlal 
m illwork.






J. W . BEDFORD LTD.
Mnv* lh« Rnrth"
' J fU I A T IB I. IN O , P L A t ; i l  .. . , ,\
ifb o flii 4181
I ' I
No Vacation For W a n t A d s -T h e y  W ork  Every D a y -C a ll 4 4 4 5
THE DAILY COUBIER 
MON.. JUNE 23. 1D5* 8
Professional, Business I 
and Household 
Guide
A C C o U is in v ? ^
CHARTERED
Business Personal
 ̂Public Stenographer 
YVONNE F. IRISH
Ofhec: Rm. 2. Capital N<'w-> Bldg. 
318 Bernard Avenue.
Bu'iness Hour.s; 9-5 p.m. 
Others by appointment
iPhones: Bus. 2.'>17 Res. 7921 









No. 8 — 2oG Bernard Ave. 
PHONE 2821
's INgIeR & SNOWSEL.L EXCA- 
IVATING LTD. for diUhes. pipe- 
iLines, septic tanks. Phone 2831.
I M. Th. tf.
I VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept, for best buy.si .513 
i Bernard Ave.




219 Bernard Ave. Phone 310-V
Mon.. Tue.s., tf.
Property For Sale
IF YOU LIKE SECURITY AND HIGH RESALE VALUE SEE THE
Johnston & Taylor SUBDIVISION
IN THE BLUEBIRD DOMESTIC WATER DISTRICT
Property For Sale | Articles For Sale
112~ACRE~F.\RKr 1N1i UTiI\ND, |h1sTORY~^^^ to
linear school. 4 room house with 19.58 -— Profusclv illustrated, for 
,two bedrooms, basement, elec- sale at 82.00 plus tax. Limited 
I tricity, domestic water, sprinkler issue. Copies may be obtained at 
* irrigation system, garden, few-.A. W. Gray. Real Estate. 1459 
;\ oung fruit trees, pasture. Terms! Ellis St . at i'rcnch's Drug Store, 
available. Phone 8,505.' 255 ‘la'ng Super Drugs, Ru^and




l},j miles soiilh of city liniils on good hard fop road 1> 2 miles south of city limits on good hard top road
Hourly Bus Service-Shopping Centre-School Bus Service-Close to Lake 
Serviced by the Bluebird Bay Domestic Water System.
or
Supply. Mail orders handled by 
I A. W'. Grav. Box 100. Rutland. 
Published by Rutland Centennial 
Committee. tf
DODGK ROVAI. -  A r t l c l e s ^ W a n t e d ' '
'lop . Push buuon tr.tns,. —  ........... - ------ —
, SCRAP STEEL AND METALS —
I radio, 2 speakers .3 tone paint. Top prices. Old car bodies our
• 1 c-izcnnn  specuillv. Commercial Steel A
......................  Metals. 6136 Willingdon, Burnaby
2, Vancouver, B.C. tf
1951 FORI) TUDOR —  In TOP~MARkET~VmCES f k m
. „ , ■____ no for .scraii iron, steel, brass cop-
:oi>d condition ..........  $625.00 honest grading.
Prompt payment made. Atlas 
.1953 V .\N C.U .\RI) —- Ideal bon and Metals Ltd.. 250 Prior
Si.. Vancm-.ver, B.C. Phono 
^CCond car .................... $650.00 Mutual 1-6357. M-TH-t(




I LOST NEAR THREE FORKS. 
.Mission Creek, on Sunday, boy's 
1 fi.shing rixi and reel, valued as 
I keepsake. Reward. Phone 2781.
I 249:
GYRO PARK — Green and white: 
,, , .aluminum folding chair. Phonc||Phone 4434 •  Kelowna. B.C.. 2.52:
5mall“ g oi7d e n “bro w ^
long hair on cars, licence No. 133. 
Reward. Phone 3960. t f :PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
D. H. CLARK & CO.
Accounting Auditing
Income Tax Consultants





Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy
A TEXAS OIL COMPANY 
WANTS MAN OVER 45 
FOR KELOWNA AREA
WE NEED a good man at oncej 
and wc arc willing to pay top. 
earnings. We prefer someone be­
tween 45 and 65 . . . who can: 
make auto trips for about a week 
at a time . . . and can call on 
small town industrial and rural 
property owners.
WORTH $12,000
Unbelievable value $4,500 down, full price S14..500 with easy N.H.A. monthly payment
covering principle, interest and taxes
Ready for Occupancy
Fully landscaped with sidewalks laid 
Very Attraelivc New Home
Three bedrooms, large livingrbom, di­
nette, universal aluminum windows, 
fireplace, oak floors throughout, indirect 
lighting, puddycoat plastered walls 
throughout, kitchen, cabinetwork com­
pletely finished, full insulated basement, 
gas furnace (natural gas', gas water 
heater, laundry tub.s, ample room in 
basement for rumpus or additional 
bedroom.
. 991 Ellis Si., Kelowna
Phones 3939 Niles 3432
Poultry And Livestock
HORSES—25 GENTl.E SADDLE 
hor.ses will be sold by auction on 
.lune 25 at the Kit Carson Guest 
Ranch on paved highway 12 miles 
251. north of Lumby. Pintos, Pala- 
-- .minos, Huekskins, brown, black. 19:,-2 FORD 2 TON TRUCK. Very ; j
jgood condition. Give away p rite .. For more informa-
Phoi^ 8905, _  ________ 255, 3201 Luinby. B.C.
1953 MORRIS MINOR — TOP! 250





I'Radio. rear speaker, automatic 
Itransmission, power brakes.
I  MUST SELL




and Polishers. Now available for 
rent in Kelowna. B and B Paint 
Sixit Ltd. For details phone .36.36.
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
Notary Public
1437 WATER ST. PHONE 3678'Our top men in other parts of
country draw exceptional earn­
ings up to S12.000 in a year. Thisil 
opening in the Kelowna area is!' 
worth just as much to the right' 
man. We take care of all deli-!I 
vcrics and collections. Pay earn-i| 
ings in advance. Write a confi-l| 
dential letter to
H. E. SWALLOW. President.
P.O. Box 789, Fort Worth 1, Texas'
230:1
WE REPAIR ANYTHING 
ELECTRICAL
Modern Appliances 
and Electric Ltd. ,
1607 Pendozi St. Dial 2430
1952 MERCURY CONVERTIBLE 
I '— Automatic, new top and paint,
I white wall tires, electric windows. 
I radio and heater. Phone 8699 
■evenings or call at 2374 Pendozi. 
i tf
Auto Financing
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or late model 
car, .̂ co us about our low cost 
financing service, available for 
either dealer or private sales. 
Carruthers & Mciklc Ltd., 364 
Bernard Ave., Kelowna.










for your office furniture!
WANTED






~ 1. • -j-
1447 Ellis St.
Funeral Homes
The Interior’s Finest Mortuary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
Wc offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings.
1665 Ellis St. Phone 2204
tf
SALESMAN WANTED
If you have had s a l^  experience 
or feel you would like Salgs work I 
we invite a reply. This is per-, 
manent employment with a large 
corporation, in a field with - no 
competition. Our men earn better 
than average income.s. Pension J 
plan and. group insurance . pro­
vided,. Complete training plan for ;| 
Phone 32021 m a n  who can meet our stand-;
ards. Guaranteed wage plus:I 
commission. Automobile rcquir-:| 
ed, Reply to box 5589M Kclovvnai| 
Courier, stating age, marital 
status, past and present employ­
ment. and phone number. '250
Deluxe Two Bedroom Near 
Completion
Large livingroom with I^^apcd diningroom, picture 
window, oak floors, Puddycoat plastered walls 
throughout, kitchen and bathroom completely tiled, 
cupboard space in all i^ m s .
Full basement includes extra room for conversion 
to rumpus or guest room, natural gas furnace 
and 5vater heater, laundry tubs. This house is 
smartly finished, outside will be landscaped and 
completed with sidewalks.
Both houses shown on left are identical in price.
Full price $12,000 with a down payment 
of $2 ,7 0 0 '^
N.H.A. monthly payments would be approx. $70, 
inclusive of principal, interest and taxes
You have to see these fine offers to really 
appreciate them.
1937 DESOTO SEDAN — GOOD 
condition, radio, heater. Cheap 
for quick sale; also IL-z horse 







j  Fireplaces, Chimneys, Planters,
1 Concrete or Pumice Blocks,
! Tiled Porches and Patios, etc. 
j  For free advice and estimates
j Call or Phone
I 828 Cawston Ave.
Phone 2510 or 6355





I Insertion -------- per word
3 consecutive
insertions  ........per word 2yi$
5 consecutive Insertions 
or more ...........- per word 2t
Classified Display 
One Insertion __— .— ...$1.12 inch 
3 consecutive
insertions ..........;...... - 1.05 Inch
5 consecutive insertions
or more ......... .......... . .95 Inch
' Classified Cards 
i count lines daily _.$ 9.00 month 
Daily for 6 mouths __ 8.50 month 
Each additional line _ 2.00 month
One inch daily------- 17.50 month
One inch
3 times w e e k __10.00 month
ESMOND LUMBER CO., LTD., 
Ifor all Building Supplies. Special- 
lizing in Plywood. Contractors. 
EnquiHes solicited. Phone ~or 
wire orders collect, 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C., 
Glenburn 1500. tf
Trailers
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building, Phone 2846. Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
WELL BUILT SINGLE HORSE- 
TRAILER, al-so McCullough 4-30 
chain saw. Will swap for child’s 
pony or sell. Phone Penticton 




SERVATIVE As.sociation. Notice 
is hereby given that the Annual 
General Meeting will be held 
June 30. 1958, 8 p.m. in the Alex­
andra Room, Canadian Legion 
Hall, Penticton. 250
Help Wanted (Female) i
Fu LL' o R^pX rT ' real 
opportunity for willing workcr.s 
with, Avon Cosmetics. Write Box 
5397M, Daily Courier.
238,241.24.3,2.50.2.53
FEmX l e  ~EX P^ in
general book work, typing bs- 
sential. wanted for work in, a 
well-known prosperous Kelowna 
firm. 5 day week. No age limit'. 
Apply to Box 5677M Daily Cour­
ier. _ _ ___ ff
OpFfCE GIRL FOR GENERAL 
office work. Must have bookkeep­
ing and typing. Box 5692 Daily 
Courier. 251
For Rent Property For Sale
f r e e  INSTRUCTION IN ARTI­
FICIAL respirntion by qualified 
instructors, i.s yours at no 
charge at Fire Hall, Monday, 7:30 
p.m. Take advantage of this op­
portunity. You may Ijc able then 




vneation substitute. Fully ex­
perienced in self-serve and serv­
ice counter. Phone 2136 6 to 7:30 
evenings. 254
DcT yOU k now  how  TO RE- u n iv e r sit y  STUDENT WILL 
VIVE a person that Is near death full time job. Phone
..... *'" 4683, ‘ 250from drriwnlng? Learn how by 
attending artificial respiration 
instruction class at Fire Hall, 
'Monday, June 23, at 7:30 p.m, 






Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave.
, Phono 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave.__ Phono 4236
771E LIFE YOU SAVE MAY BE 
that of your daughter, son, wife, 
Imsbnnd. lA'nrn how to revive a 
drowned person by attending (roe 
instruction In artificial respira­
tion at F ircH all, Monday, Juno
^ P T IC  'TANKS AND GREASE 
traps ciconed. vacuum cquippwl. 
Interior Seplio Tank Service. 
Phono
DRAPES 1 M ’l' «1I Y m a d e  -  
Frgc estimates Dirla Guest.
Phono *i4?IL  ̂ ' ^ ___ _____
g e n e r a l  (X)NTllACflNG, nl- 
torntlons and lepalrs. ExUinatcfl 
given free. Phono SO-B-M18*
SUITES AND ROOMS AT C & C 
Schaeffer Apartments, Edge,wood 
Road, Bankhead. Phond 8613. tf|
NICE ROOM — VERY CLOSE 
in. Office lady preferred, 595 
Lawrence Ave., phone 3873. U
SUITE — CLOSE IN, No chifdrcn 
and nonurinkers. 595 Lawrence 
Ave., phê ne 3873.  if
D o^u T^l e  ĥo¥ ^ ke¥ p in g
room, by day, week, tnonth. 844 
Leon. Phono 2463, 255
FURNISHED " b r ig h t  " h o u se ­
k e e p in g  room with: veranda. 
Phone 8449 — 1151 St. Paul St,
2,55
■'URNISHED"“ t  W O R 0 o  MI 
SUITE. Electric Stove, 1034 Bor- 
2.50. 2.56, 261, 267
Board and Room
ROOM AND' BOARD FOR ELD­
ERLY , I'eoplo or invalid, Phone 
4575 or enll nt 809 Harvey Ave,
259
room  and ...BOARD AVAIL­
ABLE at 746 Cnw.slon Ave., Very 
reasonable. Phone 8973, 2.50
w ill" LOOK AFTER ELDERLY 
ladles in own home. Phone 4275 
or call at 967 Harvey Ave, 2.56
■ THE GUEST h o u s e "
806 Bcrnaid Ave, Phpno 3941
264
ROOM AND BOA'r D-GENTLE- 
MAN preferred. Phone 7529.
250
Property For Sale
1000 FT. LAKEFRONT 19 ACRES -  HOME 
Full Price $6,500
Situated a few milc.s north of the ferry. The absentee owner 
is anxious to sell and someone is going to get a real buy. 
The large house has recently been wired and there is a pier 
for your boat. Own a summer home all set to go this 
summer. ,
Charles D. GadiJes Real Estate
288 Bernard Ave. Phone 3227
" p r in c e  CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
Ctimmunity kitchen, all faeilitics 
924 Bernaril Ave, Plionc 4124
“ "-n 11-; BEItNA1 ID LOD(: 1:“
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave,. 
phon<*_22j5^ j_____ ___  _  H
77o" BERNARD --- COSY 'IVVO 
ro<im and kltehenettc, Private en- 
trnneei ground floor, .separnU* 
hedroom, refrigerator, quiet 
house, close in. Phone 8540, 254
SUITE -  UUlllT IN TOWNT Na- 
tural gas heated, Available July I BY QUIET, YQUNG COUPLE 
1, Phono CCiOil or call at 130:{ St IwHh one child, who are moving 
Paul St 2,53,to Kelowna, unfurnished, two
'̂MM 1, ' r A l u  le me.'n jia'dro<)m ho\isr, teasonabl.v cent- BRUiin COMFOUI ABLi, Ski p I Reply to Ilox 5693 Kelowna
Wanted To Rent
POPULAR BANKHEAD
This is one of the hctlcr homes of this sought after area. Many 
cxeeptional features including .spacious living-room with fire­
place, dining room, cabinet electric kitchen with eating area.
2 (two) bright airy bedrooms. Hardwood floors throughout.
till basemem has a mahogany walled recreation room and 
extra bedroom. Healing is by automatic oil. Side drive to car­
port and storage room. All this ort an attractive 80’ landscaped 
lot : , •
THIS IS AN i:XCI PHONAL BUY Al $15,750,
I i:rms to  N.H.A. MORTGAGi: payablp:  at
$64 PKR MONTH AT 5%
See George Gibbs or LoiiUc Borden at
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.,
364 BI'RNARD AVi;.̂  PHONE 2127
Modern Cottage Plus 
Acreage of Stone Fruit
U/i acres of .stone fruit, mostly 
apricots. Just out of city limits.
3 roorh modern stucco cottage, 
garage and a good garden. Thi.s 
valuable property could be sub­
divided.
FULL PRICE $10,500.00 
WITH SOME TERMS
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR
REAI. ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS*
118 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
tf
WORTH THE FERRY FARE
For good trades and terms 
BOATS — TRAILERS AND 
EVINRUDE MOTORS
Many used .good as new motors 
for sale.
P & M MOTORS LTD.
Main St. Westbank Ph. SO8-.5350






Taken by our photographer. It Is 
easy to get souvenir photos of the 
tirbe you were in the news. Send 
them to your friends or put them 
in your album.
Large Glossy G’i x 8',4 
Only $1.00 •
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 
Order at the Business Office
TFie Daily Courier
Fuel And Wood
CITY AND COUNTRY CUSTO­
MERS of S. M. Simpson Ltd., arc' 
reminded to order their fiiel sup­
ply ,now, Box cutting.':,'one inch 
planer ends, veneer cores or 
block wood, can l>e delivered 
promptly. No need to suffer this 
winter becau.se of a fuel .short­
age! Order .vour, supply from 






______  Dial 3300
____ Dial 4000
_ _____ Dial 115
;........:.... Dial 115
Farm Produce
TWO ACRES OF .STANDING






If unable to contact a doctor 
Dial 2722
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Sundays, liolldayH and 
Wednesdays 
t  p.m, to 5:30 p.m.
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 
Canadian and American 
Customs 
24-hnur service.
FOR SALE OR TRADE — HALF 
.section land, .sixteen miles cast 
of Melville, Saski (s situated one 
mile from a high school and 
Village of Waldron, Sask. Will 
trade for n house in Kelowna or 
property in the Kelowna district. 
For further particulars, write to 
Julius Ihicsis, General Delivery, 
Kelowna.
LAKESIIORE HOME "
Less than year old, Throe bed­
rooms, family room. Phono 8106 
between 3:30 and, 4:30 only. If
Help Wanted
ing 'r<H>m. close to town, Women Courier. RECEPTIONIST-STENOGRAPHERpreferred. Plume 2037 evenlng.s,
2.50: by  r e t ir e d  COUPI-E
t w o “ r o C)M F U R N I.s h k d "  o p p p r u in i iy  fo r  b r ig l i t  g ir l  to  I c n r n ' in v c s in ic n i
unfurnished Miile, Newly b<HO-; V.,.*, ' '
rated, self eontalncd. Phone 2234, | ;
t f ' w a n t e d  TO RENT
WK DO ANY KIND OK* Cement 
nnd cai^pctcr vvnrk. Phoi\e- 
nftpr 6 p-m- if
MOSS DAINTINO ANDWM, * C ™  ,
DfiCORATINa coolrnctor. KeV 
ovm«. Exterior bwI Interim 
, jMsInllnir, paper Itunglng. Phone 
vour getiuircmcnU imw.
BOOM FOR RENT 
fbf Indy or girl- Hoiflo conven 
Itmccs If desired. 1067 Glenn Ave. 
Plionff'46OT. ^  tf
SLEEPING o i r i f a i i T  lioUSE- 
KEEPING room for gentleman. 
1416 Ikrtrnm . 2M
eiiiTAiu hou.se by July 6. Will pay
bUlIAlll.L to $65.00, Phono 4180. 251
2''2'business. ITNCclIcnl wttrking condiiions; MSA nmFother benefits
BED-, ;,vtuliil)lc. ,
TWO BOOM FURNISHED base­
ment rnoKcUo and relrig- 
,, erator. Non drinkeirs. By week
M, Th. tf|or month. 248, 250, 252. 2(4
Property Wanted
REQUIRE U t^lE  IN KELOWNA 
or district -  Plen.se state prlct>. 
lowest cash payment, Prefer low 
«lown payment. Write to Box .52.1, 
tTdmonlon. AUrerta. •IncUide. lO 'ny,,
enllon; size, number of uhU l»l:RNARl) AVr„
Applicants should reply in own handwriting .slating ngc, ex­




Owner Will Accept as Low As
, $3»700 I)OWN,
itninnee Lnsy 'lerins
Thi.s ntiracllve, 11-year old biin-| 
gnlow Is situated In one of the | 
nicest, qulete.st loentlon in Kelow­
na. It is close to the lake 
and a .sandy bathing beach.
All r<K)rns ar" spaek»u,s and niry. 
In fnyt the whole property has 
rpiallty, and yoii should really 
see the garden.
A full haseiiient with oil furnace 
and storage room ns well a.s a 
Innndry room, living room and 
dining room (LARGE) bntlimom 
an<l 2 bedrooms and hall, ,ind n 
delightful brcakfa.st nook.
riUCE; $14,500 
' Phone 2332 or call In at
Okanagan Investments
1 '. Ltd,




12 Years of Age 
or Over
IT'S FIRST COME 
FIRST SERVED
Applications Arc Now Being 
I ’nkcn for Sumnicr 
Rcpliiccinepts
If you wish to oblitin a permanent route 
or for summer months only, eonlacl
THE DAILY COURIER
' 4 n  d o y U 'a Av u . ,
' er ' ' ',
FILL IN TTII8 ROUTE APPLICATION FORM 
AND MAH, IT TO THE ABOVE ADDRICft.H
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HEALTH COLUMN
Foot Rules Diabetics 
Should Never Forget
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAT BECKEK
<Top Becord-Ilolder to Matters' 




By Kermaa N. Bondeten, M.D.,that any diabetic, young or old.
Remember the "good old days” 
when youngsters used to go bare­
foot all summer long?
We don't see much of this any 
more, especially in our urban 
areas. And it’s probably a good 
thing.
With all the glass and other 
sharp objects left lying around 
these days as a result of our 
more civilized way of living, the 
chances of injury and infection 
are fairly high.
BARE FEET HAZARDOUS 
So I suggest that you parents 
do not permit your youngsters 
to go around barefoot much this 
summer, unless it is in the safety 
of your own backyard.
And I must rule out even this 
for all diabetic children. In fact, 
any diabetic, young or old, should 
never walk around barefoot any­
where any time.
Any kind of an infection in a 
diabetic should be treated as an 
emergency. Infection, you. see, 
reduces the effectiveness of in­
sulin.
BEGINS ON SKIN
Since infection is apt to begin 
, on the skin, especially around the 
tMS, a diabetic must take meti­
culous care of his feet. Therefore 
let me give you a few foot rules
FLEE HOMELAND 
VIENNA (AP) •— Swimming 
across the March River, three 
Czechs—one a woman—reached 
Austraian soil and embraced the 
Austrian border sentry who duti­
fully called out "Halt or I fire.” 
The two men were 24 years old, 
the women 23.
should follow:
Bathe and powder your feet 
daily. Pat your feet dry. don't 
wipe them.
Don't bathe in very hot water. 
Even ■ in the shower, protect 
your feet with paper slippers.
Don't cut. scrape or injure your 
toes or feet.
Don't use commercial corn 
remedies.
Don't use strong iodine solu­
tions.
WEAR LEATHER SHOES
Wear good, supple leather 
shoes with flexible soles. Old 
shoes that are out of shape can 
cause foot trouble.
Don’t wear poorly fitted shoes 
or arch supports.
Don't wear shoes without 
hosiery.
Poor circulation also is ex­
tremely dangerous to a diabetic. 
It causes damage to the tissues 
and the excess sugar in the blood 
provides bacteria with an excel­
lent opportunity to grow. Con­
sequently.:
Don't sit with your legs cros 
sed over your knees.
Don’t use tight bandages or 
place adhesive tape on the skin.
Don’t use hot water bottles on 
your feet.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
Mrs. R. B.: My 20-year-old son 
has a very high-pitched voice. 
This began at the age of 14. 
What can be causing this? 
Answer. Some disorder of the 








4 0 8 7
* A 5 4  ___
EAST
A-----
4 K J  10883 
4 K J1 0 6 8 3  
SOUTH 
4A K Q 33 
4 K 3  
4  A54 
4 9 8 7
cashed, and West, fine fellow, is 
given his heart trick. He has only 
hearts left, so he leads two more 
hearts which we let him win. dis­
carding two diamonds from dum­
my and two clubs from our hand.
Then we claim the balance, 
since two diamonds can be 
trumped in dummy and two clubs 
in our hand.
Final contract—four spades.
Opening lead—queen of hearts.
It is an ancient privilege ac­
corded to kibitzers and irate part­
ners alike to point out, after play 
is completed, how declarer should 
have played and made the hand 
he just finished butchering.
In fact, I am informed on good 
authority that this right to criti­
cize declarer’s play and call at­
tention to his stupidity, after all 
52 cards are known, was one of 
the pledges exacted from King 
John at Runnymede when he 
finally agreed to sign the Magna 
Charta back in 1215.
Whether this be true or not I 
have no way of knowing for sure, 
but that the practice of double- 
dummying partner and instruc- 
ing him in the fine points of the 
game still goes on, no one would 
dare gainsay.
All of which leads us to today’s 
hand where kibitzer, butcher, and 




QUEBEC (CP) — Premier Du- 
plesssis says he will go to the 
courts "to obtain justice and 
bring out the truth” as a result 
of a Montreal newspaper’s series 
of articles. He called them “dirty 
propaganda.”
Commenting on the series by 
Le Devoir about the sale of the 
gas - distributing system of the 
publicly-owned Quebec Hydro to 
the Quebec Natural Gas Corpora­
tion. the premier told a press 
conference:
"I have already endured with 
much patience the libellous ar­
ticles of which Le Devoir has 
been guilty with regard to me.”
lie did not indicate what legal 
action would be taken.
It was “ unfortunate,” he ad­
ded, that other newspaj^rs had 
carried information published by 
Le Devoir.
. WHOprER MAC*
THE RULE5 ABOUT LCVB 
NASAFBETTYOOPCf
creep; juue. imean-
rrfc AfiAINST THE RULES FOR ICR 
TO CAU HIM-IP SHE Plft HEP TWNK 
SIC WAS PUSHY ANP CRUOE-ANt> 
UNPOPUtAR! CO SHE JUST 
tvnKH.E$ IffiRTNUMRS...
..AW>CANTCtfEM7HIWCilKAI(.HI... 
BECAUSE NOTHiNfe MATTERS 70 HER EWtPT 
LINK... AND WW DOESN'T HC CAILR.. AND 
WUHfi IViRCALLf AW>-rrSAU.WR0N4^
.. X , make ten tricks with spades asmay be at fault. A thorough |
physical examination will prob-














dancing girl 21. At
3. Touch
4. Back






































la Q Iia iM  BQQCIU  
H a a n -a a a a s n  
0 a  "  s a c a a ! b o  
a a a n a a a  auiii 
a Q 0 0 Q  c a s B a n  
: . n n ii 0 0 0  . 
aSBHia HHBHfi'
□H0 asisH aaii 
[HQ Q a a a  b 0 
OlBQOBa BliBa 
Hiiaan,' aa n o B
HOBEE SnODH
lOOK,MfESTAR \ TDUTIIMA61NIN8 
SAV(YER. SOME I TKINQS, YISHA. HI'S
ONE’S ro u m o , ' probablv just a
FARMER LOOKIHa 
FOR A yiRAY COW
THATS AIST IT.
1 KKOW AtOST 
OF-WEFARMCRS 
AROUND HERE, 
AND 1 DON'T 
KNOW HIM.
ANTUOW, HE'S GONE 
ON rr. NO NEED 10 
GET ALARMED̂ . 
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1. The peanut 
(U.S.)
2. Egyptian
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work It:
A X YD L B  A AX R 
Is L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands tor another. In this sample A is u s^  
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s. etc. Single 
the length and formation of tho words are all hints. Each daj the 
code letters are different
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
L R C I S  U Y S  L C E R  A U B S D G E S  R G M E S
A C F R E  E S I I  G R P Y B D S B -  M R G H S -
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: GIVE ME A LOOK, GIVE ME A FACE, 
t h a t  MAKES SIMPLICITY A GRACE — JOHNSON,
This is strictly a double-dummy 
problem, by which is meant the 
reader is invited—nay, urged—to 
look at all four hands, and take 
the fullest advantage of seeing 
the opponents’ cards. Best de­
fense is assumed.
To get right to the meat of the 
matter, all declarer has to do to 
make the contract is win the 
heart lead with the ace and be 
sure to drop the king on the ace!
This extraordinary play, where­
by declarer voluntarily increases 
the number of his losers from 
four to five, permits the hand to 
be made. The contract cannot be 
made unless the A-K of hearts 
are both played on the first trick.
Three rounds of trumps are 




SASKATOON (CP)—Two vet-1 
eran newspaper correspondents 1 
were honored for 25 years of I 
service to The Canadian Press.
J. B. Curran of the Nanaimo 
Free Press started to file copy 
to Canada’s national news-gather­
ing agency in 1932 as a CP cor­
respondent. P. V. Wade of the 
Saskatoon Star-Phoenix started 
in 1930.-Mr. Wade Thursday was 
appointed managing editor of the 
paper and ends his service as 
a regular CP correspondent June 
30.
In recognition of their services,] 
Mr. Curran and Mr. Wade re-j 
ceived from CP engraved silver 
rose bowls. They were the 12th 1 
and 13th correspondents so hon-| 
ored.
, THIS tS COL.UBPC3NJ I  WILL MANTAiN  ̂
/  AUDO CONTACT WITH SOJ THROWOOT 
I THB TEST-.THE FIRST AND SECOND STASeS 
WILL BE UNDER ORDUND CC3NTROL.-THE
THiRP 6TA6E IS UFID VOU,BRlCK~'>t5U 






LOVE ME AS MUCH 
. NOWASVDUOID 
, THE DAY WE WERE 
(HARRIED?
OF C O U R SE - ' 
AN D  I LOVE veX) 
E V E N  M O RE
oocn
atcaa
A W - G E E  
N O W  VOU M A D E
ME Lo s e





This day’s lunar vibrations 
may bring some tenseness in per­
sonal relationships. However, you 
can avoid contentiousness and un­
pleasantness by curbing your own 
emotioiis, displaying sympathy 
and understanding for others. 
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that 
you are about to enter a four- 
months cycle which could prove 
extremely beneficial in job and 
financial matters. Stellar influ­
ences presage gains on both 
fronts, beginning with the first 
week in July. Those in creative 
lines, and those in fields bringing 
them in contact with the public, 
may gain unusual recognition, as 
a result of past efforts and a
willingness to assume .additional 
responsibilities, before the end of 
October. All should avoid ex­
travagance, however, since fi­
nancial matters will be under 
somewhat negative influences 
during the succeeding five I 
months. ,
Domestic and social interests 
should generally prosper during 
most of 1958, but there may be 
brief periods of stress in personal 
relationships in late July and 
late November.' September will 
be excellent for romance. A pos­
sible change of invironment in 
October or December could prove 
highly auspicious.
A child born on this day will 
be ambitious and persistent in 
the pursuit of goals, but inclined] 
to resent criticism of any sort.
DIDVOU S E E  
TH A T L IS T  I  
HAD TACKED 
ON TH ’ WALL?
IT WAS LYIN’ ON TH’ FLOOR, 
GRANDMA, AN’I THREW rl 
IT OUT WITH TH’ TRASH.''j
m \i—
CHA3.KUMM-
I T  SHO W S T H ’ TIM E TH* VARIOUS 
ICE-CREAM V EN D O RS R A S S  TH ’ 
H o u se //^
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
MAW.YOU •RICKED m e ! - 
>■ You SAID IF  'lt)U AiBSDEO 
ME You'D PUT A L A M P  W 
(H'WINDOW— TbU didn 't  




YfcS, you can receive a two months’ 
sunnly of your favorite theatre movie 
passes by securing TWO SUBSCRIB­
ERS for The Dally Courier. Join In the 
(un! Get n friend or neighbor to help 
you receive a book of theatre tickets 
from us to you. Can bo used at any 
Saturdoy matinee or any one night for 
n total of 7 weeks.
HURRY! TIME IS LIMITED
1 undcr.stand that by subscribing to I'hc Dally Courier for h  
minimum period of three months, that the Jr. Salesman listed 
below will rccclvo one book of theatre passes.
New Subscriber’! Name ....................................... ...................
; , '  ̂ 7
Address — . . . . — , — ....... —------ ............................ .—
City .........1-........................ ... Phone ....................
New Subscriber's Nsroo ............................. ........................... .
Address .............. ...........................................................................
Cily .............................................................. Phone ......... .— ..
riesse riMb Fsn^otia Flsyers Movie fasscs to:
Name .......................... ...................... -.......... Phono ............ .
i I
Address .........1....... i . . . , — — -.........- ........... - ........-





BACK*:l?aM> R5LKS- Hffff WANDEW/MG BOY-—
ft IM lir-tK-.m I., .ICNTI UMi.,.# «-Z3
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
TOGETHER W m i HIS SOH 
AHO ORAHOSON WERE 
MIHIGTERS o f  PANBRiOE., 
G CO riAND A tM tA N  
c fiiH T E R R m m  p m o o









‘v w m m c s v u m w o B i
Till PMACIOP JtftKI m
BUILT (W J06EBU POEIAEKINAeAByiiONlAN 
. 6TYLC AftOUSCD SO MUCH CRITICISM
THAT HE BECAME SMRKAMD/
............... .... .
4 U





A  c a c t u s  
G A R D E N I
T
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CUlrtbutW fcr Kif|« f t«lm» IrmlMlc
-
UNCA DONALD, 
T H IS  IS LOUIE... 
WHAT A R E  W E  
HAVING FO R  
D IN N ER  
T O N IG H T ?
d-'23
W ELL
P IG S ' ( ____
SA U E R K R A U T  
SP IN A C H
‘'■ill'
YEP, \  } OH...WELL 
ST E W E D  V  G O O D B Y E  L  
PRUN ES/;




ROY, IF CURT X  YOU A3REEP TO MARRY
■— ........... . FARROW FRAMEPY CURT IF HE CLEARS
PfMPLe>S M  PA FOR RUSTLINOJ YOUR FATHEK...WE'LL 
REAR R O y  YOUR STEERS, tf WAIT ANP SEE WHAT 
S'R/Woy... ....... . • '
I?
ANP PON'T WORRV--YOUR 
FATHER ISN 'T « C A iL V  






UP MORE OF 
ROGERS'^STEER'
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FANTASTIC PROFITS
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Bingo Has Become Big Business
By THE CANADIAN FBESS
An anti'bingo campaign spear­
headed by the U n it^  Church in 
Newfoundland has drawn atten­
tion to the (act that the pastime 
has become big business in Can­
ada with prizes and profits run­
ning into the millions of dollars 
annually.
Once c o n s i d e r e d  a child's 
game, it now is almost exclus­
ively an adult a f f a i r .  Prizes 
range from household gadgets to 
cars and $15,000 homes.
Both the United Church and 
Anglican Church have iietitioncd 
Parliament to make all bingo il­
legal. But as the law stands, re­
ligious or charitable organiza­
tions are permitted to conduct 
the games occasionally without 
fear of court action.
BOME ILLEGAL GAMES 
Some smaller bingo games are 
known to oiicrate illegally but po­
lice arc cither unaware of them 
or authorities don't consider 
them big enough to warrant pros­
ecution.
Nor is there interference with 
bingo games operated at fall 
fairs such as the Canadian Na­
tional Exhibition in T o r o n t o .  
Prizes arc mostly small at the 
CNE but the Edmonton Exhibi­
tion Association o p e r a t e s  car 
bingos during the fair there un­
der a special Criminal Code pro 
viso permitting the games at ag 
riculture and seed fairs.
A spot check by The Canadian 
Press of b i n g o  operations in
merchandise by any game of 
chance and skill in which the con­
testant pays money.”
O.K. • OCCASIONALLY”
But Clause 2B of Section 168 
says a place is not a common 
gaming house if it is used “oc­
casionally by charitable or rell 
gious organizations for the pur 
pose of playing games" and “ if 
the proceeds from the games are 
to be used for a charitable or re­
ligious object.” I
The meaning of the word "oc-| 
casionally” apparently is loose 
enough so that authorities can 
permit as much bingo-playing as 
they want. However, some or­
ganizations have petitioned the 
minister of justice for a clearer 
definition of the term.
Bingo is a major fund-raising 
activity for many service clubs. 
In Ottawa it's a $500,000-a-ycar 
business for the Lions, Kinsmen 
and Richelieu Clubs and the Ca­
nadian Legion. The games held 
under police licence attract more 
than 250,000 players a year. One 
combing outdoor game will have 
a $15,000 house as top prize.
In Victoria last week almost 8,- 
000 paid $2 each for a Kinsmen- 
run bingo with prizes worth $8,- 
000.
UP TO 100 A WEEK
H. F. Dix of Bazaar and Nov­
elty Company, a Toronto firm 
renting bingo equipment, says 
between 50 and 100 games oper­
ate each week in the city with 
prizes from $5 to $50. Roman
city holds at least one bingo.
There hasn't been a sustained 
attempt to halt bingo in Halifax 
since 1938 when the games were 
closed down for three weeks but .-  
resumed after bingo fans held a t  
mass protest rally.
In cities in other parts of Can­
ada the story is generally Ure 
same although Montreal ranks as 
an exception with no major bingo 
games reported held there in at 
least three years.
In Vancouver and neighboring 
New Westminster bingo games 
are permitted only for charitable 
purposes and when sponsored by 
service clubs, churches or char­
itable organizations. Rev. R. S. 
Christie of the United Church em­
phasizes the church has no con­
nection with the game.
NOTIUNG FROM GAMBLING 
“None of United Church funds 
come as a result of gambling,” 
he said. “ If there is any instance 
in any branch of the church, 
through ignorance or otherwise, 
action is taken."
In Edmonton, service clubs are 
also the major operators with 
prizes in big games running from 
a car or two to a $13,000 house. 
There are probably a dozen ma­
jor bingo games a year and for 
a $5 ticket a player can try for 
as many as 10 automobiles.
Cars, refrigerators, TV sets 
and radios are among prizes of­
fered in Winnipeg where chari­
table organizations and service 
clubs sponsor games. Those held 
in the arena draw big crowds but 
only five or six are permitted a
Care Precedes Pleasure 




PRACTICE SAFETY FOR MORE FUN AFLOAT
The week of June 22 to 28 Is also be carried. These items arc
Extent Of Pension Boost 
Increase Causes Debate
PEN'nCTdN (CP)—Extent of 
the demand for pension increases 
brought heated debate at the B.C. 
Old Age Pensioners Organization 
convention here.
A resolution from the South­
ern Slope branch urging that the 
pension be made available at 65 
without the means test and an­
other from the Central Park 
branch asking for the pension to
MERRY MENAGERIE
Catholic parish organizations are 
about a dozen large and small frequent sponsors and Mr. Dix
communities shows the game is says almost every parish in the year by the operators, 
thriving with only a few cases of 
legal action against promoters.
ONE SHUT DOWN 
The United Church opposition 
made Itself felt in Toronto sev­
eral m o n t h s  ago when it pro­
tested a weekly bingo and suc­
ceeded in having it shut down.
It maintained professional pro­
moters were running the game 
and handing little of the proceeds 
to charity.
More r e c e n t l y  the church's 
Newfoundland conference adop>- 
ted a resolution saying “gambl­
ing in general and illegal bingo in 
particular is spreading to the 
larger and smaller centres of 
Newfoundland and has reached 
such proportions as the Corner 
Brook Lions Club's mammoth 
with prizes In excess of $10,000.”
A resolution called on Attorney- 
General L. R. Curtis to enforce 
the Criminal Code and he issued 
orders to the RCMP to stop a 
Lions bingo scheduled for June 6 
in Corner Brook, disappointing 
an estimated 5,000 persons who 
came to play. 'The following day 
the Mounties told the Corner 
Brook Chamber of Commerce 
their bingo that day would also 
have to be cancelled.
CHECK ON PROFITS 
The attorney - general followed 
up by asking an investigation 
disposal of proceeds of a St 
John's bingo and warned a St 
John’s newspaper that bingo ad 
vertisements would not be per 
mitted iii future.
The prizes are the big factor 
In bingo's popularity along with 
the fact ho special skill is re 
quired to play. Games are easy 
to organize and cost little to run 
It’s played on a card ruled into 
25 squares, -five, rows of five 
squares each. Cards are filled 
with combinations of numbers 
from 1 to 75 under guide letters 
spelling B-I-N-G-0. A caller picks 
letter - and - number combina­
tions. The i d e a  is to fill five 
squares in a row, either straight 
across, straight down or diagon­
ally. The winner is the first per­
son to get a row filled.
■Ihe Criminal Code, Section 179, 
makes it an indictable‘offence to 
‘̂dispose of any goods, wares or
•Tm going over to play with 
the neighbor kid—see you next 
month!”
LONG TEACHER
KIRKLAND LAKE, Ont. (CP) 
Miss Bertha McMahon was given 
a television set when she retired 
after teaching here for 29 years. 
She was first a teacher and then 
a principal at schools here.
be increased to $100 a month 
were referred to the resolutions 
commitee for a recommenda 
tion.
Some delegates criticized the 
present $75 per month maximum 
pension as being at the subsist­
ence level.
“Canada has done more for its 
senior citizens than any other 
country in the world,” one dele 
gate said, however, “our econ­
omy is going through a hard 
time and we should remember 
that when asking for more.” 
Former Nanaimo alderman La­
ment Ross suggested that a de­
cision on pension policy should 
be held in abeyance until details 
of the federal government’s con­
tributory pension plan have been 
revealed.
.The organization’s president, 
Ralph L. Coles of New West­
minster, pleaded for solidarity on 
the pension issue.
We must raise our sights if 
we are to make progress,” he 
said. “It is within the govern­
ment’s financial ability to grant 
$90 a month.”
After deferring imtil later a de­
cision on the amount to be sought 
in future pension negotiations, 
the meeting approved a resolu­
tion seeking payment of the pen 
sion to men and women at 60 
years.
GOLD DISCOVERY
Placer gold was discovered on 
the Fraser River in British Col 
umbia in 1858.
MERIT AWARDS
BRANTFORD. Ont. (CP)—Two 
leaders in the Girl Guide move 
ment here have been given 
awards of merit. Miss Mable 
Noakes and Mrs. Bart Preece 
have worked together with Girl 




280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
(as at 12 noon)
Today’s Eastern Prices
B O Y D
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Tonight and Tuesday 
June 23 and 24
"FLAME AND 
th e  FLESH"
Adult Entertainment Only 
In Color




Wednesday and Thunday 
June 25 and 2(S'
"SATEillTE  
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B.C. Forest 10% lOya
B.C. Phone 42% —
B.C. Power , 40% 41
Bell Phone 41% 41%
Can. Brew 30% 31
Can. Cement 31% .32
Canada Iron 29% 30
CPR 26 26%
Cons. M. and S.' 19% 19%
Crown Zell 19% ,20%
Dlst. Seagrams 28% 29
Dorn. Stores 63 64
Dorn. Tar 12% 12%
Fjm. Players ,18% 18%
Ford “A" 84% 85
Ind, Acc. Corpn, 33% .34%
Inter. Nickel 75% 76
Kelly Doug. "A” 5% ,6
Lucky Lager 5.00 —
Massey 7% 7%
McMillan VB” 29Vt 29%
Ok. Helicopters 2,90 3.00
Ok. Hcl. Pfd. 10 —
Ok. Phone 11% 12
Powell River 33% .33%
A. V. Roc 14% 15
Steel of Can. 59% .59%
Walkers 28% 29
Weston "A” 29% ' 29%
West. Ply 14% 15%















National Boating Week in Canada. 
This is a good time to pause for 
a long look at the- growth of 
pleasure boating in this country 
during the past decade.
Canadians today own more than 
750,000 pleasure boats. Fully 90% 
of these are equipped with out­
board motors.
Anticipated sales for 1958 in 
Canada are in excess of $75 mil­
lion for motors, boats, trailers 
and marine accessories. Add to 
this the sale of gasoline and oil 
for pleasure boating use, fishing 
tackle and the dozens of other 
products which depend on boating 
for their sale, and the figure is 
considerably in excess of $100 
million.
The amazing growth in accept­
ance of pleasure boating in Can­
ada stems from a number of 
factors. Canada has about one- 
third of the world’s fresh water. 
The outboard motor and boat of 
today are a far cry from the old 
conception of boating. Boats are 
beamier and safer. Motors are 
quiet, automatic and simply 
operated.
The growth of water sports — 
fishing, water skiing, cruising 
and such—has created an added 
impetus.
And with city streets and high 
ways alike becoming Increasing 
ly congested, the urge is strong 
to escape from timmoil and ten­
sion, and take to Canada’s iin 
cluttered waterways.
The outboard motor is now ac­
cepted for commercial purj^ses 
too. The lumberjack who risked 
a dunking daily, jumping from 
log to log with pike pole in hand 
now rides his outboard-powered 
circular bumper-boat to nudge 
the log booms into formation 
Many an eskimo no longer thinks 
of chasing the white whale of 
Hudson B ^  with a paddle, for 
the outboard is today one of his 
most prized possessions. Even 
many of the great barges plow­
ing up the Mackenzie River are 
powered by outboard motors.
With this general acceptance of 
small boats and outboard power 
comes responsibility. The “ rules 
of the road” are just as import­
ant to the weekend skipper as 
the laws of the highway. And to 
the observance of Canada’s Small 
Boat Regulations he should add 
courtesy and common sense, 
EQUIPMENT NEEDS 
The law states that certain 
equipment must be carried on 
small pleasure boats. This in­
cludes a government - approved 
life jacket or safety cushion for 
each person on board, two paddles 
or two oars and oar locks, and one 
manually operated bailer or 
pump. If the boat is equipped 
with an inboard motor or has on 
board a cooking or heatjng ap­
pliance, a fire extinguisher must
required for pleasure craft not 
over 18 feet in length.
If the boat is to be used at 
night, regulation lights must also 
be carried and the weekend skip­
per will want to include such 
necessities as enough line for 
mooring both fore and aft and a 
suitable anchor with plenty of 
anchor line. Every person who 
operates a boat should also learn 
the “ rules of the road” and
% <
,V .# ,
the meaning of various sound and 
flag signals.
Pleasure boating is one of Can­
ada’s safest participating sports. 
It can be made even safer with 
a little common sense and court­
esy. Water skiing is loads of fun, 
but it can cause irritation when 
someone starts to act the fool. 
Swimmers should be respected.
boat’s wash can do damage 
to property, and cause distress 
to other boats, if a skipper Is 
oblivious to those who share our 
lakes and rivers.
So “Thumbs Down on the Boat
, !**;
► vj,
HAPPY RE-UNION OF KIDNAPPED BOY AND PARENTS
Three fear-wracked days end­
ed for Mr. and Mrs. Cyril 
Reitman of Montreal when they 
were reunited with their kid-
. . . .  napped son, Joel, age two, who
Clown”, and happy boating for found in Ottawa uhharm- 
nll this summer. -------------- ------------------------ —̂-
ed. The boy, none the worse for 
his experience, was left with a 
taxi-driver by a woman who 
spoke German, and the driver, 
Edward Royer, notified police 
that he thought he had the 
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' ' \ Bid Asked
Cons. Denison ' 15% 15%
Gunnnr 19 19%













Students W ill 
Be Encouraged
EDMONTON (CP). — The Ed 
monton separate school board 
plans to give its students more 
incentive to achieve high schol­
astic standing.
Among other things, cash prizes 
and trophies will be offered to 
grade 12 students getting the 
highest marks and a prize of $50 
will be offered any grade 9 stu­
dent who wins a Governor-Gen­
eral’s Medal for highest marks 
in the province. .
Additional assistance will also 
be given students in junior high 
school who have difficulty in 
achieving passing marks. |
This program would be aimed 
particularly at grade 9 pupils and 
would involve a special class for 
students obliged to repeat the 
work of that grade.
In the awards plan, the board 
will make available a first prize 
of $100 and a second of $50 for 
students in two separate high 
schools here who achieve top 
marks and cash awards of $25 
for first and $15 for second will 
be given students at each school 
who achieve top marks in Eng­
lish, social studies and mathe­
matics in grade 12.
MOVIE COLUMN
Reitman drove from Montreal 
to Ottawa to bring their son 
home, had a  happy reunion In 
which both parents shed tears 
of happiness.
What Ever 
To The Mauch Twins?
By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — What 
ever happened to the Mauch 
twins?
Some people have written in to 
ask after seeing them on tele­
vision in that old movie favor­
ite, Tbe Prince and the Pauper.
Well, BiUy and Bobby are still 
at Warner Brothers, where they 
made the Mark Twain Story and 
other films. But they’re no longer 
before the cameras. As Bill and 




It’s quite a shock to see them 
now, with the memory of them 
as fresh-faced boys still green. 
Not that they are aged. At 34, 
both are still youthful, though 
their foreheads are receding.
They still look enough alike to 
fool their cb-workers.
Upon scrutiny, you can detect 
slight differences between the 
two. Bill is more slim-faced, a 
bit more s e r i o u s .  Bob has 
broader checks, often erupts‘with 
an infectious laugh.
BEGAN IN RADIO
The Mauches got their start on 
radio, appearing on The March 
of Time and other shows in New 
York. That was when Warner 
Brothers found theiri.
“They were looking for a boy 
to play Fredric March as a child 
in Anthony Adverse,” Bob ex 
plained. “They tested us and 
wanted to sign Bill because his 
face was thinner and he looked 
more like March. But they took 
us both because there was a 
threat that MGM would sign us.’ 
So the Mauches came west to 
play in a number of films.
“Bob went right into editing 
after the war,” Bill explained, 
“but I stuck to acting.
SAND and GRAVEL 
Crushed Roadway Gravel 
BULLDOZING 




You’ll soon be moving out L 
into the glorious Okanagan I 








THERMOS BOTTLES AND 
CHESTS
and countless other holiday 
needs are available at<
m R .'c iT Y cm eR  9 1 1 2 0
SH0PPIN6 CENTER. 16«IO U
ON SIDELINES
DALLAS (AP) — Cheeta, the 
champanzee who o n c e  stole 
scenes from the movies’ Tarzan, 
has been reduced to sponging off 
younger performers more in de­
mand. Cheeta, 14, is just too old 
for A1 Antonucci’s animal act, 
now playing here.'The Dallas zoo 
1 turned him down as too old. So 
Cheeta must hit the road again 
with the show, watching from 
the wings as younger chimps 
take the applause.
G E N E R A L  E L E C T R IC  
A  Barr & Anderson
Alta Gas 
Inter Pipe 
North Ont. Gas 








































B.A. Oil 5%-77 
B.C. Elbe 5%-77 




ex wts 6-77 100% 102
Iz)blaw 0-77 103% 104%
Wcstcoast “C” 5%-88 95 97
Woodward’s 5-77 115 118
Woodward’s 5-78 108 109%
LONDON (CP) — Arthur Jac­
obs, music critic of the London 
Evening Standard and The'Sun­
day Dispatch, will fly to 'N orth 
America next mohth for a six- 
weeks tour of musical events in 
Canada and the United States.
Jacobs, .36, will give a scrlc3 
of broadcasts for the CBC on mu­
sical programs n t the British Co­
lumbia Festival in Vancouver 
and will participate In a sympos­
ium organized by the University 
of British Columbia.
lie is scheduled to arrive In 
Montrcal JuIy 12 after attending 
the Tajiglewqod Music Festival 
in Bo.ston, He will visit Toronto, 
Winnipeg, Calgary and Banff, 
Alta., before arriving in Vapqou 





Gates Open 7:30 p.m.
Show Starts a t Dusk 
Always n Colored Cartoon 











Taken by our photographer. 
It Is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were In 
the neulfc. Send them to your 
friends or p u t, them in your 
olbum.
Large Glossy 6% x 8% 
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Please









VERNON — nicbway »7 NoHh at City Llmlla
BUY BOOK TICKETS AND SAVE — PHONE 3111 
Now Bhowlngt Twice Nightly at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
CARTOONS and SHORTS
AaUN-̂ AQlRL...both 














“Qiilck-Cican” washing action. Years 
ahead styling,' long skirl plus a hdst 
of work saying features that will help you 
whiz thru wash days. One control wringer, 
powerful pump, 9 lb. cap. Termadrivo 
mechanism. |  AQ ‘F A
Regular  ............ ...... ..... lO T a iJU
BOTH for
See them teijay at
BARR
(INTERIOR) LTD.
«Tbe Business Thai Quality and Service Bnllt’*
Fits Inside your G-E Washer, solyes yoqr 
small wash problems, unique gallon 
**Tiny Tub** saves hot water, soap, savel 
lime on dally diapers,'saves work on In- 
bclwccn washes.'
Regular........... .......... . 16.75
594 Bernard Ave. FIIONK 3639
PLUS
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